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Workmen remove snow from the steps of Keezell (left) and Wine-Price halls this week. 
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Constitutional bicentennial 
Committee plans events 
By Mark Miller 
news editor 
JMU is gearing up for the bicentennial celebra- 
tion of the U.S. Constitution. 
Members of the Student Government Associa- 
tion are circulating petitions to have JMU 
recognized as the national university for the 
celebration, and SGA President Helen MacNabb 
and other students are seeking support from na- 
tional figures. 
"It just seems fitting that JMU receive some 
recognition, with James Madison being the father 
of the constitution," MacNabb said. 
"I just think it's an honor that naturally should 
be bestowed on JMU." 
On Founders' Day, March 19, President Ronald 
Carrier will announce plans for the campus 
celebration. 
JMU officials are participating on two commit- 
tees under the University Committee on the 
Bicentennial of the Constitution — a campus com- 
mittee and a Montpelier committee, which is plan- 
ning activities to be held at Madison's home in 
Orange County. 
Dr. William Nelson, head of the bicentennial 
committee, wrote a letter to Justice Warren 
Burger, chairman of the national bicentertflgil 
committcee, to request that JMU be named thffcf- 
See BICENTENNIAL page 2 ► 
Vice president here 
named president 
of Alabama school 
Dr. Harold McGee, vice president for ad- 
ministrative affairs at JMU, was named presi- 
dent of Jacksonville State University in 
Alabama Monday. 
His appointment, effective July 1, was an- 
nounced by the Jacksonville State board  of>' 
trustees after a meeting Monday. McGee suc- 
ceeds Dr. Theron Montgomery, who retires at 
the end of June. 
Jacksonville State has an enrollment of 7,000 
students. The university, founded in 1883, has 
nine separate schools. 
See McQEE page 2 *• 
Campus 
pub 
JMU might have a pub on campus by 
next fall. 3 Today's special Sea special dining supplement inside this Issue for an overview of restaurants and eateries around Harrisonburg. 
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Bicentennial 
(Continued from page 1) 
ficial site for the national celebration. Nelson said 
he received a "polite and courteous" response say- 
ing that several organizations have asked for such 
recognition but one group will not be chosen. 
Proposed ideas for the celebration at JMU in- 
clude the following: 
• Prominent speakers on subjects related to the 
constitution in contemporary society on Founders' 
Days in 1986, 1987 and 1988. 
This year's speaker will be Dr. Robert O'Neil, 
who recently was named as president of the 
University of Virginia. O'Neil also teaches courses 
in constitutional and commercial law. 
• A series of constitutional debates, featuring 
prominent avocates and civic leaders. These would 
possibly receive national television coverage. 
McGee  
■> (Continued from page 1) 
McGee said Wednesday that he is excited about 
the new position. "JSU is a university with a very 
rich heritage and a very promising future." 
Before becoming a vice president at JMU, 
McGee was assistant to Carrier and director of the 
university's division of graduate studies, spon- 
sored programs and continuing education. 
He came to JMU in 1975 as head of the depart- 
ment of special education services. McGee held 
that position for a year and then was named head 
of the psychology department. In 1980, he was 
named Carrier's assistant. 
Before coming to JMU, McGee was the presi- 
dent of Piedmont Virginia Community College in 
• A meeting of the National Bicentennial Com- 
mission. 
• A national college debate tournament. 
Also possibly covered nationally, this would be 
the finals of the Cross Examination Debate 
Association on a contemporary constitutional 
issue. 
• A Virginia high school debate tournament. 
This would be a statewide debate program on a 
constitutional issue with regional finals judged by 
members of the JMU debate team. 
• A national television program originating 
from JMU, such as a session of Firing Line, 
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour or Agronsky and Co. 
• Educational programs. 
These would include courses in the history and 
political science departments on James Madison 
and the constitution. 
• A   historical   drama   on  the   constitutional 
period presented by the Center for Theatre and 
Dance. 
In addition, events such as art shows, dance per- 
formances, plays and musical performances will be 
promoted. A bicentennial logo also will be 
developed to use on university stationery and other 
articles. 
The Montpelier celebration will be sponosored 
by JMU and the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation Sept. 17-19, 1987. It will include 
speakers, guided tours, a sound and light show and 
music by the JMU Marching Band. 
Also, a "Federal Fair" will be held on the 
grounds with exhibitions of Virginia arts and 
crafts. A horse race for the Bicentennial Cup will 
be presented on Sept. 19. 
Anyone who is interested in signing the campus 
petition or contributing ideas for the celebration 
can do so in the SGA office in the Warren Campus 
Center. 
Charlottesville. He was the founding president of 
the community college. 
From 1965 to 1970, McGee was an official with 
the regional office of the U.S. Office of Education 
in Charlottesville. 
A native of Portsmouth, McGee has his 
bachelor's degree from Old Dominion University 
and his master's and doctorate from the University 
of Virginia. 
As JMU's vice president for administrative af- 
fairs, McGee supervises the university's academic 
and administrative computer centers and its pro- 
grams in affirmative action, handicapped services, 
planning,  institutional  research,  internal audit, 
personnel, sponsored programs, and educational 
development. 
correction 
► The ad for JM's in today's dining supplement 
should read, "Complimentary Valentine Flowers 
for the first 100 ladies after 8 p.m." 
► Andrea Currier set a new school record in the 
1,000-yard freestyle in a swim meet against Old 
Dominion University last weekend and not the 
100-yard freestyle as was reported in the Feb. 10 
issue of The Breeze. 




All You Can EatPancakes 
Monday thru Friday all day 
$1.99 
Breakfast all day everyday 
Port Republic Rd  434-6771 
SPRING BREAK!    E*ON 
Special Charter bus Go 
to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
Spring Break & Ft. Lauderdale go together! CALL 434-0004 
For only $125.00 you can ride Trailway's special bus to 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 
Leave Godwin Hall,  March 7th  at 4:00pm, arrive in Ft. 
Lauderdale at 1 pm   - including meal stops & breaks. 
What better way to go to Ft. Lauderdale than with your friends 8. 
Trailwaysl! r 
•We must have 40 people to sign up for this special bus by Feb. 24th In 
order to make this special trip. Do not delay making your reservations! 
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Commuter Student Committee Blood Drive 
Sponsored by Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
Thursday Feb. 13 
12-4:30 p.m.   ' 
Friday Feb. 14 
9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. GI^E 
LOCATION: Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
Please come and support the Commuter Student Commltte 

























\\ Locating area eateries made easy 
)A^ 
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TMs dining supplement to The Breeze is an overview of the 
various types of restaurants in Harrisonburg and its surroun- 
ding area. By no means is it intended to be an all-inclusive 
listing of the dining options available. 
The restaurants included range from fast food to the most 
elegant dining experiences including diners, international 
restaurants and hotel dining rooms. A more complete listing 
of restaurants in each category is available in the Harrison- 
burg yellow pages. 
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Making the grade 
• Local shops listed high in sub standards 
Review by Martin Romjue 
Graphic by Alison Colby 
Submarine sandwich shops, like 
students, possess an important 
potential — a potential to make the 
dean's list 
Recently four local sub shops were 
graded in the following areas: varie- 
ty and selection, price range, service, 
food quality, dining environment, 
and sub sizes. 
RJ's deli topped the list with a 3.8 
grade point average (GPA). RJ's 
combines moderate prices, friendly 
employees and delicious subs. 
Regular six-inch subs cost between 
$1.85 and $2.15, and super subs bet- 
ween $3.85 and $4.45. RJ's offers a 
10 percent discount on their "sub of 
the day." 
The subs are made while the 
customer watches, so he "may choose 
from ham, salami, sausage and other 
meats and 'cheeses such as pro- 
volone, American «and Swiss. Con- 
diments include tomatoes, lettuce, 
mayonaise, mustard, pickles, 
vinegar and sauces. The customer 
can choose from 28 combinations 
Most noteworthy at RJ's is the 
friendly and positive attitude of 
employees. Even during the busy 
lunch hour the subs are made in an 
organized and efficient manner with 
a minimal wait. 
The subs themselves combine 
meats, cheeses and assorted con- 
diments for a harmonious taste. 
Although they are a little messy 
because of their runny sauces, the 
•'- rich taste is well worth the saucy 
fingers. 
The subs can be enjoyed in the 
dining room with wooden tables and 
benches, green plants, carpeting, 
and good use of space — all con- 
ducive to appetite development and 
customer satisfaction. 
Subs are served on a choice of 
four breads and rolls and are many 
times a mouthful. 
Not far behind RJ's is JM's Pub 
and Deli with a 3.3 GPA. JM's mat- 
ches RJ's in service, food quality, 
and sub size. 
Service at JM's is prompt and 
quick, and the subs also are rich 
blends of tasty elements. The subs 
are served on voluminous rolls with 
toppings aplenty. 
Variety and selection is slightly 
less than RJ's, but the subs have 
v creative   names   such- as   "The 
Bridgewater,"   "James   Madison" 
and "Nuclear Sub." 
The customer has the option of 
eating in a wooden, rustic "old 
west" dining room. The atmosphere 
is a little crude but has no negative 
effect on the appetite. 
The only area JM's receives a less 
than outstanding grade is in pricing 
— it is a little too costly for lunch. 
Subs cost between $2.50 and $4.50, 
with most between $3 and $4. 
Despite higher prices, JM's 
definitely is worth trying according 
to the dictates of your pocketbook. 
Closely behind JM's is the cozy lit- 
tle delicatessen called Spanky's. 
Selection is diverse, and friendly 
table-service makes Spanky's 
distinct. 
Like JM's, Spanky's prices are a 
little high for lunchtime. Many sand- 
wiches are not served on a sub roll, 
which costs 50 cents extra. With a 
price range between $2.60 and $3.95 
a little lunch can cost a lot of money. 
Among the finer points of 
Spanky's is the friendly demeanor of 
the employees. The waiters and 
waitresses are especially concerned 
with customer satisfaction. 
The subs have a sharper taste and 
are more filling than others in town. 
Like JM's, Spanky's uses huge rolls 
and heaps their subs with more than 
sufficient meats, cheeses and con- 
diments. 
The dining area is a series of small 
rooms wjth seemingly endless nooks 
and crannies. Booths are wooden 
with high straight-backed benches, 
giving diners a feeling of seclusion. 
Spanky's also plays continuous 
music in its dining area. Spanky's is 
a good place to take your mother for 
lunch, and earns a 3.0 GPA. 
Last and least is the Midway 
Market with a 2.6 GPA. The only A 
Midway receives is for service which 
is efficient and pleasant. 
Pricetare more reasonable than at 
Spanky's and JM's with six-inch 
subs costing between $1.89 and 
$2.99 and whopping ten-inchers bet- 
ween $2.49 and $4.19. 
Midway earns three C's, however, 
for variety, food quality and sub 
sizes. 
The subs at Midway are not skim- 
py, but are smaller than at other 
shops. Tastes are not as rich and har- 
monious as at RJ's "and JM's. The 
toppings on the subs tend to contrast 
rather than blend together. Variety is 
adequate but not as diverse as at the 
Grade report for Harrisonburg sub shops 
- 




B  .... _A  c 
Food 
quality A c A B 
Price 
range C B A C 
Service A A A A 
Sub 
size A C •■ B B 
Variety & 
selection B C A A 
other sub shops. 
Midway Market and Deli has no 
dining area, but it does deliver to 
surrounding areas. 
Overall, JMU students are at an 
advantage when it comes to the eter- 
nal sub shop search. RJ's and JM's 
undoubtedly exceed the 3.25 require- 
ment for dean's list. The four sub 
i shops are all worth trying and offer 
adequate to superior subs. The 
quality of local sub shops matches 
the excellence and achievement JMU 
strives for. 
Sub shop locations 
JM's Pub and Deli 
1007 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg 
RJ's Garden Deli 
1560 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg 
Midway Market 
157 Warsaw Ave. 
Harrisonburg 
Spanky's 
60 W. Water St. 
Harrisonburg 
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Hamburgers and steaks— fast food mainstays 
Below is a list of many of Har- 
risonburg's fast food and family 
restaurants and a priced sample 
meal from each. Prices are subject 
to change. 
Arthur Treacher's Fish and 
Chips 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday- 
Thursday. 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Friday 
and Saturday. South Carlton 
Street. 
2-piece fish dinner with hush pup- 
pies and French fries — $2.59. 
Medium Coca-Cola — $.60. 
Bonanza 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday- 
Thursday, 11 a.m.-lO p.m. Friday 
and Saturday. East Market Street. 
Sirloin steak with salad bar and 
baked potato or French 
fries—$5.69. 
Soft drink—$.59. 
Burger   King   7   a.m.-midnight 
weekdays   and   7   a.m.-2   a.m. 
weekends. East Market Street. 
Whopper with cheese — $1.59. 
Large French fries — $.65. 
Medium Pepsi-Cola — $.57. 
Dutch Pantry 6 a.m.-9 p.m. East 
Market Street. 




Golden   Corral   Family   Steak 
House 11 a.m.-lO p.m. Sunday- 
Thursday, 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Friday 
and Saturday. South Main Street. 
Sirloin steak with baked potato or 
French fries—$4.69. 
Salad bar—$1.59 with meal. 
Pepsi-Cola—$.69. 
Hardees open 24 hours. Cantrell 
Avenue. 
Big Deluxe — $1.49. 
Large French fries — $.65. 
Medium Coca-Cola —$.57. 
Kentucky   Fried   Chicken   6 
a.m.-10 p.m. Cantrell Avenue. 
3-piece chicken dinner with biscuit 
— $2.58. 
Large French fries — $.85. 
Long John Silver's Seafood 
Shoppe 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Sunday- 
Thursday, 10:30 a.m.-l 1 p.m. Fri- 
day and Saturday. Route 33. 
2-piece fish dinner with hushpup- 
pies and French fries—$2.39. 
Medium Coca-Cola—$.57. 
McDonalds   6   a.m.-midnight. 
Carlton Street and South  Main 
Street. 
Quarter Pounder with cheese — 
$1.40. 
Large French fries —$.75. 
Medium Coca-Cola — $.57. 
Shoney's   6   a.m.-l 1   p.m. 
Monday-Thursday, 6 a.m.-2 a.m. 
Sunday. Route 33. 
AH American burger with soup, 
French fries and salad bar—$4.65. 
Breakfast Bar buffet—$3.99 (on 
weekends). 
Wendy's 6 a.m.-l 1 p.m. East 
Market Street. 
Double hamburger — $2.40. 
Large French fries — $.83. 
Medium Frosty — $.94. 
Western Steer Steak House 11 
a.m.-9:30 p.m. Sunday-Thursday, 
11 a.m.10 p.m. Friday and Satur- 
day. Route 33. 
Sirloin steak with baked potato or 
French fries—$3.19. 
Soft drink—$.59, refills free. 
10 percent discount with JMU I.D. 
Cp»    S&Wtalia, Newstip? 




Homemade Pasta • Veal 
Poultry • Seafood • Steak 





813 E. Market Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 Newstip? 
433-0961                                   Tues.-Sun. 




I LLOYD'S STEAK HOUSE 
434-9843 
Route 11, South 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
Sun-Thurs 1130-10:00 
Fri- Sat 11:30- 11:00 
Valentine's Day Special 
"STEAK FOR TWO" 
Choice of potato 
Salad Bar 
$12.95 
Daily Buffets from $4.25 
All-You-Can-Eat-Chicken (Mon- Thurs) 
$4.95, $5.95 w/salads-- 9p.m 
]fi 
Come join our gang at.... 
RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSAN 
Deli• Gourmet Foods*Mixed Beverages 
Imported Cheeses* Beer & Wine 
Catering Service - 434-7647       Jake 
60 WEST WATER ST. • HARRISONBl R(». VIRGINIA 
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^L m eorge's menu stated Mom cooks all food. 
^^" Well the baby-faced, crew-cut man with 
the limp behind the counter did not look like Mom 
to me, but I took a chance and ordered the all-day 
special — two vegetables and chopped steak. 
Susan Vaclavicek, an English instructor here, sat 
across the table looking a little nervous about lun- 
ching at George's Soda and Sandwich Shoppe. She 
ordered the usual diner fare of cheeseburger, 
French fries and chocolate shake. 
As the man prepared our lunch, we glanced 
around. It looked like we had stepped into the 
'50s. Faded photographs and 30-year-old adver- 
tisements decorated the walls. We were unsure if 
they were meant to provide atmosphere or if no 
one had the time to take them down. Most fur- 
niture, including the counter, permanent stools 
and the tables and chairs, was anything but 
modern. "The Patty Duke Show" played on the 
television across the room. 
One thing did not seem to fit — the surveillance 
monitor sitting on the popcorn machine. 
The diner was everything we had hoped for. 
A week before, Susan and I decided to tackle 
five downtown diners in one week — a so-called 
"diner crawl" because we figured we would hardly 
make it through the experience standing upright. 
Despite protests from friends and relatives fearing 
for our health and digestive tracts, we were deter- 
mined to do it. 
So on the first day, we ended up at George's. 
The food arrived and we set to it, occasionally 
washing it down with chocolate shake. Consider- 
ing what we expected the food was surprisingly 
good, and our cook (we secretly called him 
George) gave our meal added color. He genuinely 
was concerned about how we liked the meal. 
"I've got to do all the cooking myself so I like to 
know how I'm doing. And 1 can't know unless I 
ask," he said. Mom, who usually did cooking, 
recently died. 
The menu was right after all. 
After filling ourselves to contentedness (I finish- 
ed Susan's shake), paying the minimal bill and say- 
ing goodbye to George, we headed down 
Market Street. We took only five steps before feel- 
ing it — the indigestion. The glorious indigestion. 
Day one was a success. 
While greasy food and indigestion can be found 
in expensive restaurants as well as diners, the Har- 
risonburg diner venture is an adventure into local 
culture — a colorful experience full of less than ex- 
otic locales and locals but a rich experience 
nonetheless. 
Unfortunately the diners are a venture many 







Article by Brian Rawdon 
Photo by KyraScarton 
Graphic by Chris Sprouse 
Tanies Rontopoulos is "George" at 
Georges Soda and Sandwich Shoppe 
downtown. 
not evolve around JMU; life exists beyond the far- 
thest reaches of campus. A diner visit is the best 
way to soak up some local color and to get a feel 
for how Harrisonburg residents go about their dai- 
ly business. 
At least eight diners pepper the downtown area 
including George's, opened in 1919 as a candy 
store and the not-quite-three-year-old The Little 
Grill. Some like Jess' Quick Lunch cater more to 
students and families while others such as 
Layman's Restaurant attract a rougher, more 
"redneck" crowd. 
Students who usually visit fast food or pizza 
places are in for a shock when visiting a diner. In- 
cessantly cheerful high school girls dressed in 
orange, brown and blue print uniforms will not be 
behind the counter to take their orders. 
The diners' employees are as unique as the 
places themselves. The only colorful designs on 
their outfits are the red ketchup stains and the 
brown grease splatterings on their white aprons. 
The diners' interiors also are colorful but not like 
the manipulative and forced cheerfulness and 
plasticity of a fast food restaurant. 
Food prices are inexpensive. A filling lunch 
usually costs less than $3.50, and a hearty 
breakfast, less than $2.50. 
See DINERS page b » 
•. . 
Diners 
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The Little Grill, the diner farthest from campus, 
is about a 25-minute walk. It is even shorter by car. 
That is what Susan and I did on day two of our 
quest. 
In Susan's beat-up, blue, Japanese car, we head- 
ed for one of the newer diners, The Little Grill. 
"You can't expect us to go on a diner crawl in a 
Bonneville, now can you?" she asked when I made 
a descriptive comment about her auto. 
No, of course not. 
Although it lacked the '50s atmosphere of 
George's, the Little Grill contained a rustic flavor 
A few locals sat at the counter, and the cook 
in the back looked hopelessly lost behind a stack of 
pots and pans. We sat in a harsh wooden booth so 
we could better observe the goings-on. 
I ordered a cheeseburger and French fries; 
Susan, a sandwich. While the food was cooking, 
we took in the surroundings. The Grill is a diner 
for the Harrisonburg counter-culture with prints 
of famous paintings on the wall and a tiny stage 
for something as artsy as a jazz improvisation per- 
formance. 
The food was adequate except for the fries that 
had character buf did not measure up to George's 
greasy but tasty fries. The beer, a pair'of Amstel 
Lights, saved the meal. The Grill's wide selection 
of beers, including imports, seemed unusual for a 
diner but was perfect for the unusual atmosphere. 
The third day we tried something different — 
breakfast. We met at 8 a.m. and walked to the 
L&S Diner. The tiny establishment on Liberty 
Street was the picture of the definitive diner. It 
was made up of a long counter, a hurried at- 
mosphere and inexpensive but good food. 
Everything at the L&S.& geared to quickly tak- 
ing the order, getting the food in front of the 
customer and sending him on his way. We were the 
only people in the place. The man who later sat 
next to us was especially rushed. "Miss," he told 
the elderly lady behind the counte-.'Tm in a hurry 
this morning." 
, "Well, I can't help that," was her wonderfully 
rude reply as she went about her business. Most 
workers looked and acted like they spent every 
morning for the past 15 years working at the diner. 
Their routine is quick and efficient, though unhur- 
ried. 
We had our food in less than five minutes after 
we ordered. For about $2, the meal was excep- 
tional — two large pancakes, an egg, toast and cof- 
fee. The potatoes I sampled off of Susan's plate 
(all in the name of research) were tasty. 
When leaving, a sign on the door caught our eye. 
It read, "We will be opening at 4 a.m. beginning 
hunting seasonJMfynce hunting season began 
Monday, we deJjppto attend the historic occa- 
sion. 
And 4:15 a.m. Monday, long before any sane 
JMU student would be awake, we headed back. 
Upon arrival, a long line of camouflage jackets, 
orange caps and an occasional high-powered rifle 
greeted us. 
We cowered in a corner and ordered while listen- 
ing to hunters tell their tall tales. Susan summed up 
the adventure with, "I can't believe I'm sitting 
here at four in the morning with all this murderous 
feeling sitting around me." 
Back to the crawl. Day four we decided to visit 
Jess' Quick Lunch despite some debate about call- 
ing the place a diner. It was unlike the three before. 
It was clean, comfortable and waitresses were bet- 
ter looking. But it-lacked character as a diner. 
The food, especially the hot dogs and the still-in- 
the-bottle Cokes, was good. But the vinyl seats, 
huge color television sets, small chandeliers and 
large photographs on the wall were too trendy. 
And the indigestion was not as satisfying. 
A midnight snack at the C&E Diner was our 
crawl's final stop. The diner opens at 11 p.m. 
Although usually crowded on weekends, the C&E 
had adequate space on this week night. We took 
the booth next to the heater. 
As with the L&S and George's, the C&E was a 
step into the past. The inside did not look as if it 
had been renovated or improvements made in 25 
years. The video games just in front' of the pool 
room were the only out of place items. 
We ordered breakfast that was a little more ex- 
pensive at the L&S. Susan had a sausage and egg 
sandwich using two pieces of bread "so I don't 
have to look at mine." 
We admired the lace curtains covering tne win- 
dow overlooking the small creek running through 
Harrisonburg. A window with a view. Quaint 
The C&E Diner is homely — the food, the 
employees,   the regular  customers and the at- 
mosphere. The huge space heater in the middle of 
the room added the right amount of tackiness to 
the place. 
In contrast to the L&S, the mood was more per- 
sonal and relaxed. The employees constantly talk- 
ed with the customers who probably show up every 
night. And when one man walked in, coffee 
awaited him at the counter and eggs cooked on the 
grill- 
After a breakfast including a sausage patty the 
size of a hamburger and after dealing with the salt 
shaker Susan called "rambunctious," we headed 
home with a satisfied burp. 
It was not quite the burp we might get at a 
McDonald's or even a high class restaurant, but it 
was a satisfied burp. 
Location of "Diner crawl" 
diners 
George's Soda and Sandwich 
Shoppe 
65 E. Market St. 
Harrisonburg 
The Little Grill 
621 N. Main St. 
Harrisonfeurg 
L&S Diner 
255 N. Liberty St. 
Harrisonburg 
Jess' Quick Lunch 
22 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg 
C&E Diner 
423 N. Main St. 
Harrisonburg 
J 
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Area suffers no pizza parlor shortage 
The following is a list of Harrison- 
burg's pizza restaurants. Prices are 
subject to change. 
Ciro's New York Style Pizza 778 
E. Market St. 434-5375. Hours: 11 
a.m.-midnight Sunday-Thursday, 11 
a.m.-l a.m. Friday and Saturday. Sit 
down, take out. Subs. Takes checks. 
Large pizza with one topping — 
$6.75. 
Domino's Pizza 31 Miller Circle. 
•433-2300. 22 Terri Dr. 433-3111. 
Hours: 11 a.m.-l a.m. Sunday- 
Thursday, 11 a.m.-2 a.m. Friday 
and Saturday. Delivery, take out. 
Subs. Takes Checks. 
Large pizza with one topping — 
$8.55. 
Four Star Pizza 425 N.Main St. 
433-3776. Hours: 11 a.m.-l a.m. 
Sunday-Thursday, 11 a.m.-2 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday. Delivery, take 
out. Subs. No checks. 
Large pizza with one topping — 
$8.25. 
<SO 
Luigi's Pizzeria 1059 S. High St. 
433-0077. Hours: 4 p.m.-12 a.m. 
Sunday-Thursday, 4 p.m.-2 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday. Sit down, take 
out, delivery. Subs. Takes checks. 
Large pizza with one topping — 
$7.40. 
Pizza Inn South Main Street. 
433-2644. Hours: 11 a.m.-l 1 p.m. 
Sunday-Thursday, 11 a.m.-midnight 
Friday and Saturday. Sit down, take 
out, delivery. Subs. Takes Checks. 
Large pizza with one topping — 
$7.65. 
Mr. Gatti's 141 S. Carlton St. 
433-0606. Hours: 11 a.m.-l 1 p.m. 
Sunday-Thursday, 11 a.m.-midnight 
Friday and Saturday. Sit down, take 
out, private parties, delivery. Salad 
bar, subs, spaghetti. Takes checks. 
Large pizza with one topping — 
$9.93. 
Pizza Hut 78 S. Carlton St. 
434-0676. 2485 S. Main St. 
433-1821. Hours: 11 a.m.-midnight 
Sunday-Thursday, 11 a.m.-l a.m. 
Friday and Saturday. Sit down, take 
out. Spaghetti, subs, salad bar, 
priazzo. Takes checks. 
Large pizza with one topping — 
$10.55. 
Rick and Joe's Pizza and Subs 
Rt. 42 South. 433-3331. Hours: 10 
a.m.-lO p.m. Sunday-Thursday, 10 
a.m.-midnight Friday and Saturday. 
Sit down, take out, delivery. Takes 
local checks. 
Large pizza with  one topping    — 
$7.95. 
INTRODUCING... 
^olivet (^touse (^Restaurant 
Whether travelling to Richmond or merely enjoying a 
leisurely drive in the country, The Toliver House 
Restaurant is on your way. Located about 1 hr. from 
Harrisonburg, The Toliver House is a beautiful 1880's 
home on Main Street in historic Gordonsville. We 
feature traditional Virginia cuisine (with lunch and din- 
ner specials) and homemade soups and desserts served 
by a warm, friendly staff. Our Sunday brunch features 6 
different entrees each week. 
Join us this weekend for a Romantic Dinner in the 
country to celebrate Valentine's Day> 
209 N. Main St. 
Gordonsville, Va. 22942 
(703) 832-3485 
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To Richmond 
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Family Restaurant 
350 Waterman Drive, Harrisonburg, VA 
, 433-3911 f 
Heartfelt Advice 
For Valentine's Day here's a suggestion straight 
from the heart. Bring your heartthrob to Heritage Fami- 
ly Restaurant for a hearty meal in a heartwarming set- 
ting. From appetizers to desserts, you'll love our 
carefully prepared homestyle foods, served by friendly, 
efficient staff who, will do everything they can to make 
your visit a memorable occasion. Show your valentine 
you care - by treating the one you love to food you'll 
love at the Heritage. 
Thursday 5-8pm Steamed Shrimp Buffet $7.50 
Friday 5-8pm Fried Oyster Buffet $7.50 
Saturday 7:30-10:45am Breakfast Buffet $4.25 
Saturday 5-8pm Short Rib Buffet $6.95 
riltl Menu Available Any Time- Closed Sunday 
Note: 
Your ID card entitles you to a free dessert with any en- 
tree, when accompanied with a friend. Good on Friday 
evening Feb. 14 only! 
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Taking it to the streets 
'- Deliverymen hit the road with pizzas to go 
To some students the sight of Ralph, John or any of 
their co-workers is more familiar and celebrated than 
that oj" Santa Claus or the Easter Bunny. 
Sorry Santa, but that is how it is for those suffering 
from pizza addiction. The sight of a guy carrying that 
familiar warm, flat box with grease stains on the bot- 
tom and an incredible aroma wafting out from under 
the lid is enough to make a pizza freak sell his soul for 
a slice. 
Ralph, who has worked for Four Star Pizza for 
about five months explained he recently moved to 
Virginia and is waiting until he qualifies for in-state 
tuition before entering college. "1 needed something 
to do until I can start school, and I'had to start saving 
money." So he delivers pizzas. 
He explained how the pay differs from other jobs. 
"You get a gas commission in cash at the end of the 
night for the amount of pizzas you've delivered. So 
you get a pay check in addition to that and your tips. 
You can put your check away and not have to take any 
money out for spending." 
But does anybody really tip? 
"Not the college students — maybe one out of 20," 
Ralph said. "But about three out of five people in the 
residential areas do. It comes and goes. You get three 
tips in a row and then you won't get anything else the 
rest of the night." 
John, who has worked for Domino's for about four 
weeks, described his job as "kind of a game of chance 
you play, and tips are what you shoot for." He 
estimated he makes about 15 deliveries a night, about 
15 percent of these people tip him. 
Lven though the job seems easy, it can have its fran- 
tic moments. "Some nights when there's a bunch of 
parties it can get kind of hectic," John said. 
"You don't just come in and deliver. You work in 
the kitchen and answer the phones, too. You'll be 
talking to one person and another call comes in. You 
have to put the first one on hold and then three more 
people call. You're trying to keep up with them all." 
Ralph agreed. "There's a lot of pressure when 
you're the only driver in that day and you get a big 
rush — four or five pizzas in five minutes, and they've 
got to be here and there at opposite ends of town. Peo- 
ple are going to get mad at you, and there's nothing 
you can do about it. I just try to forget about that. I 
just take them their pizza." 
Anyone who has worked in food service will agree 
hungry people are not always the easiest people to deal 
with. 
"If people get really mad and they've had a little to 
drink and the pizza's 30 minutes late, They'll say, 
'Well, I want so much off,' or 'You've got to give it to 
me free.' I'm not authorized to do that. Our policy is 
to give a dollar or so off, and I can't do that without 
talking to the manager. And they say, 'Well I want it 
free,' and I say I can take it back. They don't unders- 
tand where I'm coming from, but I guess there's no 
way they can without being here and delivering." 
JohrKJaid "There's some people who are really 
loaded and can get obnoxious, but people are mostly 
friendly." 
John said he likes dealing with the public, even the 
hungry public. The job is "nothing great. In fact, 
sometimes it's downright disgusting — the stuff you 
have to put up with. Greek Row is a kind of freak 
parade. You never know what kind of people you'll 
see over there. Some are really great. They're like, 
'Come on in and have a brew.' And you don't take it, 
but people are really great and courteous." 
Article by Pam Wiley Photo by Sandy Diggs 
. 
Mr. GaWs delivery people work in the kitchen and answer phones in addition to their driv- 
ing duties. Delivery people work for gas commission, salary and tips. 
■1 
Bobby Clark rests tired toes in Valley Mall's Cafe Court. 
~    ■ 
Mall Munch Out 
Something for everyone at Cafe Court 
-'V 
Article by Parti Wiley 
The 10 restaurants in Valley 
Mall's Cafe Court provide a variety 
of foods for the shopper with a hear- 
ty appetite and less than $7. 
If it can be grilled or deep-fried, it 
probably is served at The Snack Fac- 
tory. Besides hamburgers for $1.05 
and cheeseburgers for $1.15, fried 
food freaks can get country ham and 
steak sandwiches or the $2.49 
seafood platter including fried fish, 
shrimp and clams, a crab cake and 
cole slaw. Side orders of onion rings, 
French fries and hush puppies are 
available for about 70 cents. 
Roman Delight sells Sicilian and 
Neapolitan pizza. A pizza with one 
topping costs about $8, and a single 
slice costs about $1.20. Diners also 
can purchase subs, calzones and 
sausage rolls — similar to Italian egg 
rolls but containing sausage, fried 
onions, peppers and tomato sauce. 
The restaurant has several booths, 
and Budweiser, Michelob, Miller, 
Coors, Old Milwaukee, Molson and 
Photo by William Scott Rogers 
Heineken are served inside for about 
$1 a glass. White Mountain Coolers 
are $1.40 a bottle. 
An institution in many malls. 
Dairy Queen has hamburgers, 
barbecue sandwiches and a variety 
of ice cream creations from the 
57-cent single-scoop cone to the 
$1.99 banana split. There are several 
booths inside. 
Taco John's caters to people with 
a taste for burriros, tacos and 
nachos. Saturdays are taco special 
days — two soft-shell tacos are 
$1.50. 
The Ice Cream Factory has 16 
flavors, including orange, pineapple, 
mocha chip and raspberry 
cheesecake. It also offers frozen 
yogurt, wildberry Tofutti and sun- 
daes. 
Orange Julius sells some of 
everything: hot dogs, chili, pizza 
slices, kielbasa and Reuben sand- 
wiches. The specialty Julius drinks 
— orange, strawberry, peach and 
pineapple — are made with real fruit 
juice. An egg can be added for an 
additional 30 cents. 
For those with a severe case of the 
munchies, Karmelkorn has salted 
goodies including assorted hot, 
roasted nuts, soft pretzels, and plain 
and flavored popcorn. Gourmet 
popcorn comes in sour cream and 
onion, cheese, caramel and nacho 
flavors, and prices range from 85 
cents to $4.45. Decorative gift 
buckets of popcorn also are 
available. 
Chasen's Deli and Bakery pro- 
vides an alternative to traditional 
fast food fare with deli sandwiches 
such as pastrami, corned beef, 
turkey and egg salad. All cost less 
than $3. Soups are available in- 
cluding French onion, bean and 
bacon and chicken corn. Salads also 
are available. 
Fresh-baked cookies and pastries 
are sold individually, and some 
cookies are sold by the pound. Soft 
drinks, milk, herbal teas, fresh 
lemonade and Soho Natural Sodas 
are sold. 
Chasen's has a full meal plan 
which includes any sandwich, a 
small beverage and any 48-cent bak- 
ed good for $2.98. 
The one mall restaurant not 
located in Cafe Court is Country 
Cookin'. Located near the mall's 
main entrance, it is a sit-down, 
family-style steak and seafood 
restaurant. Steak dinners cost about 
$7, and seafood entrees about $4.50. 
All dinners include unlimited access 
to the salad bar, vegetable bar and 
dessert bar, and a choice of baked 
potato, French fries or onion rings. 
There also is a separate children's 
menu. 
Valley Mall is open 10 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Monday-Saturday and closed Sun- 
day. Country Cookin* is open 11 
a.m.-9 p.m. daily, including Sun- 
days. 
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Locating area eateries 
made easy 
with this foolproof guide 
West 
South North 
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Ethnic cuisine welcome change locally 
Article by Charles Lundy 
Let's face it; if you like to eat a lot of foreign 
food you had better relocate to a major city with 
large ethnic communities. Harrisonburg contains 
seven foreign restaurants representing only four 
countries — China, Greece, Italy and Mexico. 
Their authentic and freshly prepared menu items 
are a welcome alternative to D-Hall's lasagna, 
Chinese and Mexican food nights. 
The foreign restaurants' entrees all are 
moderately priced in the S5-S15 range. Chinese 
food is most abundant and is fast becoming the 
most popular foreign cuisine in America. 
According to Kwan Yam, manager of Golden 
China Restaurant, Chinese food is appealing 
because of its variety. "If you eat here," he said, 
"you can get almost anything. If a group of people 
come in here, we'll put up to seven dishes on the 
table." 
The Golden China Restaurant serves a $3.95 dai- 
ly luncheon buffet featuring beef, chicken, pork 
and seafood dishes on different days. 
Yam's father, who immigrated to America from 
Hong Kong with his family, began the business 
about 14 years ago. Yam took over the restaurant 
last year after graduating from JMU in 1982 with a 
degree in accounting. 
The restaurant includes a few token American 
menu items to attract groups of customers who 
may not unanimously like Chinese food. Carry out 
orders are available. The staff includes a Chinese 
— cook  with   a chef's certificate  from  mainland 
China. t 
The Golden China Inn features Cantonese-style 
Chinese food, the variety most familiar to 
Americans. Kwan says he has introduced some 
Szechuan dishes, a more spicy variety often 
ordered by JMU President Ronald Carrier, a fre- 
quent patron. 
Golden China Restaurant's main competitor is 
the China Inn, located across from the Cloverleaf 
Shopping Center. Owned by a Taiwanese family, 
the restaurant opened five years ago and features 
Chinese food of the Hunan variety. Hunan dishes 
are similar to Szechuan in taste but originated in a 
different Chinese province. 
. According to manager Pai Ly, Chinese food has 
an appeal to weight-conscious Americans partially 
because of it's" combination of vegetables with 
meat. The food also is low in calories. 
China Inn serves carry-out food and daily lun- 
cheon specials for about $4 per person. 
Yee W. Yam recently opened Yee's Place on the 
corner of Reservoir Street and Cantrell Avenue. 
Far from being an oriental McDonalds, the fast 
food restaurant's motto is "American food with 
an oriental touch." It specializes in barbecue and 
features daily specials of egg rolls and fried "rice 
next to hamburgers, submarine sandwiches and 
roast duck "Everybody wants something dif- 
ferent," said Yam when asked about his unique 
menu. 
Yam is Kwan Yam's brother. After running a 
jewelry business, Yam said he opened Yee's Place 
to provide Harrisonburg with a good barbecue 
restaurant. He hopes JMU students will help make 
his new business profitable but admits, "If I was 
running a bar here, this place would be packed 
every weekend." 
The popularity of Chinese food is such that none 
of Harrisqnburg's restaurants must import ingre- 
dients; everything needed is available from 
American distributors. Yam pointed out several 
specific differences between native Chinese food 
and American Chinese food. Americans prefer 
boneless meat and less spicy dishes than the 
Chinese. Vegetables are more predominant on 
Chinese dinner tables. And meat is less available 
but fresher than processed American meat. 
Photo by Ming Leong 
"We don't cook our food to death," Yam added 
While Chinese food seems to be most popular 
here, the birth of an Italian restaurant may change 
that. 
Most people think of Italian food as pizza, 
spaghetti and lasagna, but the new L'ltalia 
Restaurant on East Market Street features many 
veal dishes, sub sandwiches and Italian-style steak, 
seafood, chicken and appetizers. Less familiar 
dishes like Cannelloni Alia Crema (crepes filled 
with meat and spinach and covered with cheese 
sauce) and Chicken Alia Francese (chicken slices in 
egg batter sauteed with butter and lemon) are of- 
fered. 
Owner Emilio Amato, an Italian immigrant 
from Palermo, opened L'ltalia after visiting Har- 
risonburg and discovering no Italian restaurants in 
the yellow pages. He wants to introduce his menu 
to the community. "We've got a lot of dishes peo- 
ple have never tried." 
Amato, a graduate of a five-year Italian culinary. 
school, came to America nine years ago. This is the 
fifth restaurant he has opened. He prefers 
operating in small towns with loyal regular 
customers to indicate that his food is good. "It's 
nice when people appreciate what you do." 
Amato says Italian food varies not only from 
region to region in Italy (85 percent of his menu is 
native to southern Italy) but also from one cook to 
another. He hopes to slowly establish a good local 
reputation by word of mouth. 
Tacos and burritos are the next best thing to 
hamburgers and hot dogs, but there is more to the 
Mexican diet. The Fiesta Cantina restaurant across 
from the Valley Mall features Mexican enchiladas, 
tamales and several unique chicken dishes invented 
by its owner, Ed Torres. 
See INTERNATIONAL page 13 ► 
The Fiesta Cantina is located on East Market Street across from Valley Mall. 
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JMU grad carries on family tradition 
at downtown Golden China Restaurant 
Article by Gwen Fariss     Photo by Ming Leong 
Sitting before a mound of pea 
pods, Yee Kwan Yam snaps off the 
ends of each and watches the green 
pile get smaller. 
"We use a lot of snow peas," says 
Yam, the owner of Golden China 
Restaurant located at 30 W. Water 
St., grabbing another handful. 
"This is the easy part." 
Preparation for his Chinese dishes 
begins hours before the meal is serv- 
ed. In the kitchen, meats are cut into 
bite-sized morsels, vegetables are 
sliced and diced, and sauces are mix- 
ed and ready to pour. 
"What you eat today, you 
prepared last night. What you eat 
tonight, you prepared today." 
A cook since the age of 9, Yam 
still likes to fix the Chinese dishes. 
Pushing his way through two sw- 
inging doors, the 28-year-old walks 
into his kitchen, turns up the flame 
under a burner, pours a liquid into a 
pan and adds chicken chunks for 
frying. 
The recipe appears easy. He adds 
another liquid, fries a few moments 
longer, then adds a sauce and 
scallions. Within minutes, the crispy 
chicken is ready for eating. 
"I've always liked cooking. Cook- 
ing is a way to express yourself," he 
says. "And if you're good at it, why 
not?" 
The talent runs in the family, 
which moved to the United States in 
1971 and opened the downtown Har- 
risonburg restaurant that year. 
Even though he worked there 
from the beginning, Yam said he had 
not planned on someday taking over 
the family restaurant. He attended 
James Madison University and in 
1982 graduated with a bachelor of 
business administration degree. Two 
years later, though, the accounting 
major bought the family restaurant. 
"I could do something else, but 
since the business is there, you hate 
to sell it to someone else." 
The original Harrisonburg eatery 
has remained the same through the 
years except for some changes in 
decoration and some additions to the 
menu, Yam says. 
A red and green color scheme 
greets customers upon entering the 
high-ceilinged building. Oriental 
paintings and artwork hang on the 
walls. 
Yam, since becoming owner, has 
added a luncheon buffet to the offer- 
ings along with spicier dishe's and 
vegetarian ones approved by the 
American Heart Association for 
people with heart conditions. 
"The buffet really helped to bring 
more people in," Yam says. 
He says since he took over in 1984, 
business has increased 50 percent. 
About 100 customers come in for 
lunch each day. 
"We have people who come in 
here and eat three times in two days 
or three times in one week." 
JMU students make up about 30 
percent of the business, he says."' 
With at least 120 items on the 
menu, "A lot of people come in here 
and say they don't know what to 
order," Yam says. 
Featured on the menu are platters 
for less than $6, lunches for $2-$4 
and American dishes for the less ex- 
perimental. 
Customers' favorites tend to be 
chow mein and sweet and sour 
recipes, he says. 
He is not content, however, to rely 
on the same dishes. Last year, a cook 
visited from China and taught Yam 
new recipes. "That opened up a lot 
of new cooking for me." 
Some of his recipes are spicier. 
"The sauces are different. They have 
more flavor now." 
Nor is he ready to settle for the 
success he has experienced at his 
downtown restaurant. In several 
months, he will open a second 
Golden China Restaurant on South 
_. 
>. 
-  «■» 
"V 
Yee Kwan Yam has been cooking since age 9. "Cooking is a way to 
express yourself," he says. 
Main Street beside the Belle Meade 
Red Capret Inn. 
Some of his siblings also stayed in 
the restaurant business. His sister 
operates a Golden China Restaurant 
in Front Royal and a brother 
operates stores in Petersburg and 
Winchester. T 
"We learned from our 
experience," Yam says. "After 10 
years, we do it a little better." 
His father, who has retired from 
the restaurant busuifss, is visitng 
China now. "He stiIp*vorries about 





*• (Continued from page 12) 
■ "You don't have to be a Mexican to create new 
dishes," said Torres, an American of Puerto Rican 
descent. Torres, bought the eight-year-old Har- 
risonburg Fiesta Cantina franchise last year. It is 
one of of a chain of 16 in the U.S. 
Monday is all-you-can-eat tacos night at the 
Fiesta Cantina. Fiesta night on Wednesdays 
features all-you-can-eat tacos, enchiladas and 
buritos for $4.99. The restaurant includes a carry 
out menu, an appetizer bar of nacho chips, sauces, 
condiments and hot peppers with every platter. 
Torres plans to add live entertainment to attract 
more customers. 
Tom Pappas came to America from Greece in 
1956, and a year later purchased Harrisonburg's 
The Famous Restaurant, the city's longest con- 
tinuously operating restaurant. Its menu is largely 
American because, according to Pappas, "no 
ethnic restaurant can survive in a small town.'.' 
The Famous still features familiar Greek entres 
like souvlaki, Grecian lamb, gyros and Grecian 
salad. There is also Moussaka, which is zucchini, 
eggplant   and  tomatoes  prepared  like lasagna. 
Dalmathakia is a Greek appetizer of grape leaves 
stuffed with rice. The restaurant sells domestic and 
imported bottled wines including some from 
Greece. 
While Pappas's cooks have to rdy on local in- 
gredients, they prepare food as they would in 
Greece. The Famous' Greek menu items all are 
prepared with olive oil, a less fattening alternative 
to other cooking oils. 
The Famous has a monthly Greek' night serving 
all-Greek dinners; reservations are required. 
Carrier also frequents The Famous. According 
to Pappas, he often orders spaghetti. 
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Why not journey to one of the 
many Harrisonburg hotel and motel 
restaurants for an escape from cam- 
pus and the food and atmosphere of 
Gibbons Dining Hall? 
One possible escape is the Belle 
Meade Restaurant located at the 
Red Carpet Inn on US 11 South. 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner^re serv- 
ed from buffets and a regular menu. 
Specials at the Belle Meade in- 
clude the prime rib special on Satur- 
day nights, the seafood special on 
Friday nights, a daily luncheon 
special and a buffet special on 
Wednesday and Thursday nights. 
Prices are competitive, and local 
checks are accepted. 
The restaurant is open 6 a.m.-10 
p.m. daily. The lounge is open until 
2 a.m. Thursday, Friday and Satur- 
day. Items are available for take out. 
There is no dress code, but most 
customers dress up. 
The Crystal Crusime, the 
Coachman Inn restaurant, is on US 
11 North. The Crystal Crusime 
menu includes steak, seafood and 
ham dinners. Specials are offered 
almost every day and change fre- 
quently. Items are available for take 
out. 
Prices range from $4.50 to $10.99, 
and checks are accepted. 
The Crystal Crusime is open for 
breakfast, lunch anil dinner from 
6:30 a.m.- 11p.m. daily. 
Donegan's Pub, in Donegan's Inn 
on US 11 South, features home-style 
cooking.   Items   available   include 
beef tips, French bread and spaghetti 
with meat sauce. Beer and wine also 
are served in the bar which seats 12 
people. 
Donegan's specialties are Irish 
stew — homemade daily — and 
cheese steak. Cheese steak is a sirloin 
steak with cheese and tomatoes 
marinated in wine. All items are 
available for take out. 
Entree prices range from 
$3.75-$4.15. Local checks are ac- 
cepted with proper identification. 
The pub is open for lunch and din- 
ner Monday-Saturday. It opens at 
11 a.m. and closes when everyone 
has left after dinner. There is no 
dress code. 
Victor's Restaurant in the Holiday 
Inn on US 11 South features live, 
whole Maine lobster on Friday 
nights for $15.95. Other items in- 
clude steaks, seafood, prime rib and 
Italian dishes. 
Specials are advertised in the Daily 
News-Record daily. All items are 
available for take out. 
Prices of breakfast items range 
from $1.95-53.75. Lunch items cost 
$2.95-$5.25, and dinners range from 
$4.95-$9.95. The restaurant does not 
accept checks. 
Victor's is open 6:30 a.m.-2 p.m. 
and 5-10 p.m. Monday-Saturday, 7 
a.m.-2 p.m. and 5-10 p.m. Sunday. 
There is no dress code. 
Howard Johnson's Restaurant on 
Port Republic Road is open 24 hours 
daily. 
Howard Johnson's serves 
breakfast, lunch and dinner and 
everything is available for take out. 
The restaurant features fish and 
clams with cole slaw and French fries 
on Wednesdays and Fridays for 
$4.49. Different specials are offered 
daily. 
Howard Johnson's Restaurant 
also offers the Midnight Menu   in- 
HOUJAR, 
jounsoi 
eluding sandwiches, hamburgers and 
breakfast dishes. 
The Early Bird Special contains 
two eggs, toast and hash browns for 
$1.25. 
Breakfasts cost about $3. Lunch 
costs about $4 and dinners range 
from about $5-$6. Local checks are 
accepted. Shoes and shirts are re- 
quired. 
The Sheraton Inn, located 1400 E. 
Market St., houses two restaurants, 
the Olympic Room and Scruples. 
Olympic Room serves items in- 
cluding steaks, seafood and veal. At 
least two specials are offered nightly. 
Prices are $8.50 and up. Checks are 
accepted with a major credit card 
and a driver's license. 
The Olympic Room is open 6:30 
a.m.-2 p.m. and 5-10 p.m. daily for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. A Sun- 
day buffet is offered 11:30 a.m.-3 
p.m. Nothing is available for take 
out. 
Scruples serves gourmet salads, 
sandwiches and omelets in a less for- 
mal atmosphere. Live entertainment 
is featured Friday and Saturday 
nights at 9:30; the Comedy Zone is 
featured Thursdays. 
Scruples opens at 11:30 a.m. daily 
and serves until 11 p.m. It closes at 2 
a.m. Items are available for take 
out. 
Prices range from $3.25-55.95, 
and checks are accepted with an ID 
and credit card. The dress code re- 
quires long pants. 
The Village Inn on US 11 South 
offers a wide variety of steaks, 
chicken, Virginia ham and fresh 
seafood. There are two daily 
specials. 
The Village Inn is open for 
breakfast 7-10 a.m. and dinner 
5:30-9 p.m.   Monday-Saturday. 
Prices range from $5.25-$9.25, 
and checks are accepted. Items are 
available for take out. 
The Blue Stone Restaurant in the 
Blue Stone Inn on US 11 North 
serves seafood and steaks. 
Specialties include baked trout for 
$9.95, broiler beef filet with Bernaise 
sauce roast pork, oysters 
Rockefeller and soft shell crabs in 
season. 
Prices average about $10. No 
checks or credit cards are accepted. 
Appetizers include oysters on the 
Half shell, steamed shrimp and stuff- 
ed mushroom caps. Beer and wine 
also are served. 
The Blue Stone Restaurant is open 
noon-1:30 p.m. Tuesday-Friday for 
lunch Luncheon ifcms include subs 
and cheeseburgers. The restaurant is 
open for dinner 4:30-9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday-Saturday. 
Items are available for take out. 
uress is casual. Parties of six or 
more people require a reservation. 
' 
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Restaurant's new management 
nets fish and more 
Article by Barbara Boswell 
Those who recently have dined at 
Harrisonburg's Mosby's Mill 
Restaurant received a delicious sur- 
prise. 
New ownership produced 
dramatic changes in the once 
forgetable restaurant. This fall 
Steve and Jean Herrmann became 
part-owners of Mosby's Mill and 
began implementing their careful 
plans. 
In October Mosby's Mill opened 
its doors for business. This was 
done in a manner called a "soft 
opening" — no advertising was in- 
volved. This is done so any pro- 
blems surfacing could be solved 
before many customers were af- 
fected. 
On Dec. 5, Mosby's Mill held its 
grand opening. Banners and 
newspaper, radio and television 
advertisements introduced a new 
fresh seafood restaurant to the 
Shenandoah Valley. 
The restaurant comfortably seats 
138 people. Average turnover in 
seating is approximately 45 minutes. 
Mosby's Mill offers a lunch menu 
with prices ranging from $3 to $5, 
and a dinner menu with entrees 
from $6 to $12. 
The menu seeks to offer "taste 
fluctuation" in its dishes, the Herr- 
manns said. So the customer may 
try several foods, a few are served in 
smaller quantities in a single dish. 
Food also is cooked to offer more 
variety. They utilize four basic ways 
of cooking: charbroiling, sauteing, 
baking and deep fat frying. The 
restaurant will, however, cook other 
ways when it is requested by the 
guest. 
Seafood offered includes shrimp, 
crab, scallops, lobster and flounder. 
Ninety percent is freshly trucked or 
flown in from the coast. 
The menu is further extended 
with sauces complementing not only 
seafood but steak, vegetables and 
barbecued ribs. 
The restaurant serves daily 
specials and offers a carry out ser- 
vice. 
A variety of wines and beer is pro- 
vided as well. Guests may order 
wine by the bottle and can take their 
unfinished bottles home. 
A lounge and bar are planned for 
the future. 
Herrmann provides the expertise 
to create the extensive menu and 
wine list. He studied at the Culinary 
Institute of America and worked for 
Marriott Corp. for 17 years. Mrs. 
Herrmann also worked for Mar- 
riott. 
Prior to September the Herr- 
manns worked persistently on the- 
long process of opening a 
restaurant. They persuaded six 
other investors to join them in form- 
ing the Heidilee Corporation. Of 
these, five are silent partners who 
contribute money but have no other 
power. 
There are two working partners as 
well. The Herrmanns manage the 
restaurant, hold the highest amount 
of stock and are on the board of 
directors for the corporation. 
After incorporating, the Herr- 
manns bought Mosby's Mill 
Restaurant, located on 22 W. 
Mosby Rd. 
Much work was necessary before 
any customers were served. A fire 
had burned out the second floor, 
and the building was renovated 
without it. 
Purchasing of equipment has 
been the major renovation expense. 
Previously, equipment used in 
operating the restaurant was 
minimal — so minimal, in fact, that 
all plates, pots and pans were hand- 
washed because there was no 
dishwasher. The Heidilee Corp. in- 
stalled 80 percent of its present 
equipment including: a dishwasher, 
all ventilation equipment, a walk-in- 
freezer and a deck convection oven. 
To defray costs, bartering with 
tradesmen proved beneficial. For 
example, a carpenter would be paid 
for his labor with free meals at the 
restaurant. The cost of the 
carpenter's work is less for the 
restaurant because of the markup in 
the selling price of meals. 
Since September, the Herrmanns 
also have been busily preparing the 
managerial aspects of the 
restaurant. They have prepared 
everything including creating an ac- 
counting system and training new 
employees. A liquor license also was 
obtained. 
Now the Shenandoah Valley may 
benefit from the Herrmanns' ex- 
perience while tasting a delectable 
assortment of fresh seafood and 
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SEAFOOD RESTAURANT 
885 E. Market St. 
Harrisonburg 434-4023 
SPECIAL VALENTINE'S BUFFET 
TRY OUR SOUP & SALAD BAR FOR LUNCH 
• Fried Oysters 
• Fried Cat Fish 
• Crab Casserole 
• Shrimp Creole 
• Rice 
• Wing Dings 
• Desserts 
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
Ciro's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
Buy a 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
ONLY $5-99 
The Original Italian Pizza 





Purchase a classified 
Write 
to The Breeze, cam- 
pus mail, Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. The rate 









Fresh Cut Steaks 
Our Famous Greek Salad 
Homemade Greek Desserts 
The Largest Wine Selection 
In The Valley 
A generous serving of the highest quality foods 
available m this area can always be counted on. 
Now the oldest full serve restaurant in Harrison- 
t^r \fmd tablecloth covered booths and 
EKT Inn. y°Ur n.eedS and moods- Comfortable 
risonbu g      y' 3 P m SUrpriSG right in Har" 
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An elegant affair in Luray 
Dine in style and luxury 
at The Parkhurst Inn 
Review by Tina Beaumont 
Graphic by Chris Sprouse 
A little far away for the average 
Wednesday night date and un- 
doubtedly too expensive for a casual 
encounter, The Parkhurst Inn is well 
worth the trip and expense for a 
special dinner, formal evening or 
graduation night. 
Six of us took the 30-minute trip 
toward the mountains to Luray on a 
Friday evening. Reservations are 
recommended, but at 6 p.m., there 
were no other patrons in the three 
dining rooms. Because the 
restaurant is so small, it often is 
booked far in advance according to 
George Weddleton, co-owner and 
chef. Rather than turning away peo- 
ple who drove from as far away as 
Washington,; DyC," or Charlot- 
tesville, he recommended making 
reservations. 
The atmosphere was elegant but 
comfortable. Crystal and dark wood 
paneling surrounded us, but the 
lights, while not bright, were not dim 
enough for the most romantic even- 
ings. 
Our waitress, Jo, greeted us and 
offered us the wine list — a 20-page 
tapestry-covered book listing spirits 
from a $7.50 carafe of house wine to 
$98 for Chateau Lafite Rothschild. 
After careful deliberation and con- 
sultation with Brett, the member of 
our group dubbed Mr. Fine Dine, we 
chose the house rose. But to no 
avail — Jo quickly but politely asked 
to see proof of age. Since four in our 
group did not meet the age require- 
ment we shifted into Plan B — iced 
teas and Diet Cokes. 
All dinners begin with a raw 
vegetable tray of radishes, green 
peppers, cauliflower, parsnip, sweet 
potato, cucumbers and black olives. 
Even those in the group who were 
not veggie fans found them a useful 
vehicle for the chefs incredible 
secret vegetable dip. A mild onion 
flavor was recognizable, but Jo did 
nothing to unravel the mystery ex- 
cept prod us to continue guessing. 
Weddleton admits to a mayonnaise 
base and garden herbs including 
garlic, but the actual proportions re- 
main a well-guarded secret. 
Breads and rolls are not an accom- 
paniment at The Parkhurst but an 
entire course in themselves. "We 
don't jeally hurry here; it takes a 
while to dine," Jo explained. Two 
baskets overflowed with miniature 
slices of pumpernickel and rye, as 
well as sweet miniature ginger muf- 
fins. 
Because this was our first trip to 
The Parkhurst, we decided to go to 
town on appetizers, soups and 
salads. We sampled the fettuccine 
Alfredo, king crab cocktail, Coquil 
St, Jack, artichoke hearts in 
vinaigrette dressing, shrimp cocktail, 
French onion soup, Caesar salad and 
garden salad. Also on the menu are 
escargot, French fried mushrooms 
and a wilted spinach salad. Dining at 
The Parkhurst is not for immature 
palates, but we found plenty to suit 
our tastes. Appetizers, soups and 
salads range from $1.95-5.95. 
Five monstrous shrimp graced my 
shrimp cocktail ($4.95). The cocktail 
sauce contained more horseradish 
than'I am used to, but used sparingly 
made11 the shrimp among the best I 
have eaten. * - 
Fettuccine Alfredo ($3.95) sound- 
ed menacing but turned out to be a 
flat spinach pasta in cheese sauce. 
Nothing I would go out of my way to 
try again, but Diane pronounced it 
"excellent" and more cheesy than 
usual. 
Diane also had the Caesar salad, 
/so in my book she got the adventurer 
award for appetizers. The salad was 
light and fresh, despite that Diane, 
an experienced waitress, said ro- 
maine lettuce was terribly out of 
season. The lettuce was tossed with 
lightly seasoned croutons, parmesan 
and Swiss cheese, and a lemon, oil 
and vinegar dressing. We 
unanimously voted to request the 
single anchovy on top to be left in 
the kitchen next time. 
The garden salad ($1.95) contain- 
ed no surprises — two varieties of 
lettuce, tomato, red onion, pimento, 
yellow and green pepper, bean 
sprouts and carrots. I had mine with 
a thick bleu cheese dressing contain- 
ing large chunks of the tangy cheese. 
After serving the salads, Jo circled 
the table offering a pepper mill of 
freshly cracked black pepper — nice 
touch. 
Bob's French onion soup ($2.25) 
was the only disappointment in the 
preliminary rounds. While plenty of 
onions flavored a traditional broth, 
only a silver dollar-sized crouton 
floated in the large bowl, and it was 
covered with hardly enough cheese 
to taste. 
We had made a pact not to order 
any of the same entrees, but Brett 
and Diane had to have the lobster 
tails — $18.95 and $25.95. They 
allowed Jo to remove the meat 
overflowing from the shells — the 
task was executed professionally, 
but those who want to savor every 
last morsel better dig it out 
themselves. Served with warm garlic 
butter, the lobster was devoured 
quickly but not before we passed 
forks across the table to sample each 
others' treats. 
After the disappointing soup. Bob 
chose a winner in the shrimp scampi 
($13.95). Seven large shrimp, as im- 
pressive as in my cocktail, were 
covered in a rich, tasty garlic butter 
— "Yum." 
Missi's beef Parisienne ($13.95) 
was slices of beef in cream sauce. 
Although the meat was tender and 
the sauce mushroomy, the dish as a 
whole was bland, and Missi said she 
"wouldn't order it again." 
See PARKHURST page 18 ► 
* Itajprit'l** 
ENTREES 
Includes Our Relish 7 ray, an Array of Raw Vegetables with Our Special Garden Dip, 
Homemade Breads with Butler, Vegetable of the Evening and Potato Dish or Will Rice Blend with Most Dishes 
BREASTOFCHICKEN PARMICIANA 10.95 
Boneless Breast Baited in Herb Tomato Sauce with Cheese 
CHICKEN CORDON BLEU II 50 
Baited Chicken Breast Stuffed with Ham C- Swiss f heese 
with Sauce. Supreme 
ROAST DVCK a lWenee 
•6 Duck Roasted & Served with Wild Rice Blend 
l> ttrangp Sauce 
VEAL OSCAR 
Sauteed Milk Ted Veal with King Crab, Topped 
with Asparagus & Beamaise Sauce 
TWIN BROILED LAMB CHOK 
Tender \jtmb Broiled to Perfection 
Served with Mint Jelly 
BEEF PARISIENNE 
Medallions of Beef Tenderloin Sauteed with 
Mushrooms & Servexl in a Madeira Cream Sauce 
CROUND BEEF STEAK V, lb Choice Beef 
C.round on Itemises. Semetl with Choice of 
Mushroom Sauce or Smothered with Sauteed Onions 
NEW YORK STRIP STEAK 
Aged Striploin Broded to Your Liking 
FILET MIGNON STEA A ■ 
Aged Tenderloin Broiled to Your Liking 
lopped with a Mushroom Cap   \ 









MA Y WE SUGGEST A SIDE ORDER OF 
BEARNAISE SA UCE    SI. SO 
SA UTEFD MUSHROOMS    SI 25 
TO ENHANCE YOUR STEAK 
PARKHURSTONION BREAD 
For Beverages - See Beverage. Wine A Beer List 
For Desserts - See Dessert Mem 
2 95 
Mike had filet mignon 
($14.50 and $16.50). He 
ordered it medium rare, and it 
came slightly charred outside, 
very pink inside — perfect. 
The filet was as tender as he or 
I (more fork passing) had ever 
tasted. Who needs to chew? 
I had breast of chicken 
champagne ($10.50) — but on- 
ly because Chateaubriand 
must be prepared for two, and 
none of my so-called friends 
would cooperate. 
Other entrees included fet- 
tuccine with shellfish, filet de 
sole au champagnor or pro- 
vencaje and veal oscar, rang- 
ing from $9.95-$25.95. En- 
trees are served with two house 
vegetables — that night cab- 
bage and scalloped potatoes. 
We all were more than 
pleasantly full (we could have 
stopped after the vegetables, 
bread and appetizers), but 
when Jo displayed the dessert 
menu we all miraculously got a 
second wind: All desserts ex- 
cept ice cream are homemade 
— how could we refuse? 
The most interesting choices 
include Amaretto cheesecake, 
chocolate mousse crepe, 
chocolate mint mousse, 
creamy mint pie and chocolate 
mocha pie. They range from 
$1.75-$3.50 
My raspberry crepe un- 
doubtedly was the most spec- 
tacular. A thin crepe rolled 
with sweet cream cheese was 
topped with hot raspberry 
sauce and set ablaze with the 
help of some apple brandy. 
With hardly the energy to 
walk to the car, we suddenly 
realized it was almost 9 p.m. 
— we had been there three 
hours. Each course was served 
with only a few minutes in- 
between, so it was not the ser- 
vice that slowed us down. It 
was the leisurely, elegant at- 
mosphere that overcame us all 
upon walking into the gracious 
dining room. 
Our bill for six was $181.22 
excluding tip — about $32 per 
meal. Not a good choice for a 
first date, but the perfect loca- 
tion for a romantic evening or 
special celebration when the 
sky is the limit. 
APPETIZERS 
SEAFOOD SALAD 12.95 
Crab, Shrimp, Scallops on Garden Greens 
Garnished with Assorted Garden Vegetables 
Choice of Dressing 
FETTUCCINE ALFREDO 9 95 
Spinach Pasta Tossed in Rich Creamy Cheese Sauce 
FETTUCCINE with SHELLFISH 13.95 
Spinach Pasta Tossed in Rich Creamy Cheese Sauce 
with Scallops, Shrimp & Crabmcat 
EGGPLANT PARMICIANA 9.95 
Sliced Satiteed Eggplant, Raked in Herb 
Tomato Sauce with Cheese 
OUR CHEFS FISH ENTREE OF Please 
THE EVENING Ash 
" PARKHURST SHRIMP ENTREE 
OF THE E VENING 13.95 
Each Day Our Chef Prepares a Tempting 
Shrimp Dish 
SCALLOPSCOQUILLEST JACQUES 13.95 
Tenderly Prepared in a Lightly Seasoned 
Rich Cream Sauce 
BREADED OYSTER PLATE French Fried 10.95 
Served with Cocktail Sauce, Tartar Sauce & 
Drawn-Butter *• 
LOBSTER TAIL One Tail     18.95 
Approximately 6 oz. Cold Water Two Tails     25.95 
Lobster Broiled to Perfection 6 Served 
with Drawn Butter 
FILET MIGNON STEAK and LOBSTER U.95 
Our 5 02. Aged Beef Tenderhnn Topped 
with a Mushroom Cap & Our 6 a:   Lobster fail 
Broiled & Served with Drawn Butter 
CHATEAUBRIAND 11.95 per person 
\ Chefs Specialty Prepared for 2 or More Only 
The Finest Cut of Tenderloin Roasted 
to Perfection, lor the Leisurely Diner (mh. 
as it Takes Considerable Time     May be 
Prrnrdcred     \ot Always Available 
Minimum < Jiargc per Person     19 00 
SHRIMP COiKTAIL 4.95 
fiiinbo Shrimp with Cocktail Sauce 
ESCARGOTS  Snails in the Shell 4.95 
in Out SptctwICnrlk Butter 
BREADED OYSTERS I rench I ried. 3.95 
with (..oclttail Sauce oi Diawn Butter f- Lemon 
FRENCH FRIED MUSHROOMS 3.75 
I resh Breaded Mushrooms with Dtp 
CHICKEN LIVER TERRINE 3 50 
■\ Creamy Spread with Homemade Melba Toast 
GARDEN SALAD 195 
I-'resh Greens Garnished with 
Assorted Fresh Garden Vegetables 
Choice of Dressing 
ARTICHOKE HEARTS 2.50 
Artichoke Hearts on Bed of lettuce 
Choice of Dressing 
SALADS 
KING CRA B COCKTAIL 
with Coclttail Same, Drawn Butter tr Lemon 
CHEESE and FRUIT PLA TE 
(..ombnuitioii ol linporletl (Cheese and I resh Fruit 
FETTUCCINE ALFREDO  Spinach Pasta 
Tossed m a Kich Creamy Cheese Saint 
SMOKED TROUT with Dill Sauce 
SCALLOPS COQUILLE ST JACQUES 
Tenderly I'repartd in a Lightly Seasoned Rwh 
Cream Sauce 
WILTED SPINACH 
Fresh Spinach with Warm Dressing 
Topped with Eresh Racon Bits 
In Season 
CAESAR SALAD 
Crisp Romame, Tossed with 











When Ordering above Appetizers. Soups. Salads Only without 
an Unseat an Additional Service Charge will be added 
Prices subject to change - Complete menu not available in Off-Season 
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Lloyd's   Steak House is located on South Main Street. 
An alternative to JMU's steakhouse 
Article by Eric Gorton 
Photo by Ming Leong 
\ 
If reading about fancy restaurants 
in far off places that would make 
even the healthiest college wallets cr- 
inge gets your stomach turning, 
there is an alternative. 
About two miles south of campus 
on South Main Street, Lloyd's Steak 
House awaits those whose moods 
and appetites are ready for a casual 
dining experience and whose wallets 
want to avoid becoming anorexic. 
Although the setting is not 
elegant, the atmosphere is pleasant. 
Bright red curtains block out Main 
Street and other unattractive sur- 
roundings leaving the interior 
decorating for the eyes to feast on. 
The two dining rooms, each com- 
fortably seating 120, are lined with 
flowers and paintings. Soft music 
and dimmed lights add the final 
touches to suit almost any dining oc- 
assion. 
The menu items will not be a sur- 
prise, but the bargain prices on some 
of them might. The highest priced 
entree is $14.95 — a dinner for two 
including 22 ounces of sirloin steak, 
baked potatoes and salad bar. The 
special is even more special Monday- 
Thursday for $12.95. 
Monday-Thursday nights also of- 
fer all-you-can eat chicken for 
$4.95-$5.95 with salad bar. 
Manager Diane Grimes says 
customers' favorite special seems to 
be the Saturday night buffet featur- 
ing crab legs and shrimp for $9. For 
non-seafood lovers, the buffet also 
includes chicken and short ribs. 
Salad bar and dessert round out the 
buffet. 
If in the mood for something light 
for lunch or dinner, Lloyd's also 
serves a variety of sandwiches. 
Another alternative.is the 25-item, 
all-you-can-eat salad bar for $2.95 
including breads and soups. 
Grimes says reservations are not 
normally taken, and banquet 
facilities are available for special oc- 
casions. 
The hours are Sunday thru Thurs- 
day 11:30 a.m.-10 p.m. and Friday 
and Saturday, 11:30 a.m.-II p.m. 
If your wallet is thin on cash, 
Visa, Mastercard, Choice and 
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Just a Subscription Away 
Growth is an integral part of James Madison University. The 
Breeze can help you keep up with the latest changes that ac- 
company that growth and affect you. 
The Breeze also can help grads, family or friends at home keep 
up with the latest news affecting JMU and you and it's only 
a subscription away. 
For more information, call our business office at 568-6596. 
Write your ad in this space: 
Name 
Telephone number 
Clip this form and put it in an envelope 
with $1 for MO words, $2 for 11-20 
words and so on. 
* 
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by 
campus mail, or deliver it to our of- 
fice in the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. 
Deadline for Thursday's paper is 
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Mon- 
day's paper Is noon Friday. 
^ 
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Plans for campus pub may materialize 
By Mike Wilson 
SGA reporter  
A campus pub "looks like it is go- 
ing to happen," said the chair- 
woman of the student services com- 
mittee at Tuesday's Student Govern- 
ment Association meeting. 
Kathy Sayko said the committee 
has not decided on a location for the 
pub, but is "looking into a couple of 
places on campus that have not been 
designated yet." 
The proposed pub would be most- 
ly student-run with the help of one 
full-time, non-student manager and 
professional bartenders, Sayko said. 
Student organizations would be en- 
couraged to hold sponsor nights. 
Alcohol probably would be served 
at the pub but bands and entertain- 
ment would be the main focus, she 
said. 
In two years, three quarters of the 
students won't be able to drink 
alcohol, she said. The pub would 
provide a place for them to go 
without drinking. 
Sayko said she expects the pub to 
open by fall. 
In other business, the senate killed 
a proposal to allocate $1,480 to Eta 
Sigma Delta, the International 
Hospitality Management Honor 
Society. 
The group had requested the 
money to help send its five officers 
to the National Restaurant Associa- 
tion Convention in Chicago. 
Greg Benham, finance committee 
chairman, said the group had plann- 
ed to fly to the convention and rent 
two hotel rooms. 
The finance committee killed the 
proposal   because   the   group   has 
enough money in its budget to pay 
for the trip if the officers drive to the 
convention and stay in one hotel 
room, Benham said. 
The senate voted to allocate $240 
to the JMU Young Democrats to pay 
registration fees for eight students at 
the Virginia Young Democrats State 
Convention to be held in Blacksburg 
April 4-6. 
Hanson senator Erik Snow pro- 
tested against the proposal. "I don't 
think we (the SGA) should give 
money to any political organizations 
on campus," he said. "We are here 
to represent the students as a 
whole." 
Commuter senator Karl Lindsley 
responded that giving away this 
money was the best way to be fair to 
all the students. ~~ 
"We supported the Republicans 
last week," he said. "We have a lit- 
tle extra money, so we might as well 
give some to the Democrats." 
Legislative Vice President Nsimbi 
Buthelezi said the SGA gives money 
to any recognized campus organiza- 
tion that meets the criteria. 
The senate also voted to allocate 
$235 to the Circle K Club, a na- 
tionally recognized service organiza- 
tion, to help send five members to 
the club's district convention. Two 
members are running for district of- 
fice. 
The club asked only for registra- 
tion fees, Benham said. The 
members are absorbing most of the 
cost themselves, "much of it out of 
their own pockets." 
The finance committee once again 
killed a proposal to allocate $800 to 
the Association of Collegiate En- 
trepreneurs to help fund members 
attending the ACE national conven- 
tion in Los Angeles. 
The finance committee killed the 
proposal last week because the group 
had enough money to send eight 
members to the convention and was 
asking to send 10. The committee 
decided that eight members could ac- 
complish just as much as 10, 
Benham said. 
The proposal was reintroduced by 
Lindsley and killed again for the 
same reasons given last week. 
The finance committee also killed 
a proposal to allocate $282 to JMU's 
chapter of Beta Beta Beta, the 
biology honor society, to help send 
two students to the organization's 
Southeastern Regional Conference. 
The group had enough money in 
its budget to cover the expenses, 
Benham said. 
Before Tuesday's meeting, the 
contingency account stood at 
$6,849.74. Feb. 25 is the last day for 
campus organizations to request 
funds from the account. 
The executive council killed a pro- 
posal to allocate $270 to Interhall 
Council from its reserve account. 
The money was to be used to cover 
service charges that IHC incurred as 
a result of incorrectly depositing a 
vending revenue sharing check. 
See SGA page 5 ► 
Sophomores to premiere rings 
The sophomore class ring com- 
mittee bis chosen a ring design 
and is planning a ceremony to 
reveal it to the rest of the class, 
said committee chairwoman 
Kathy Sayko. 
The 28-member committee has 
been meeting with artists and 
marketing specialists for months 
in an effort to come up with the 
best cost and design possible, 
Sayko said. 
"We chose something that no 
one has ever had on their ring 
before," she said. "I'm really ex- 
cited about the whole project." 
The theme of the ring is "A cir- 
cle of memories — hang on to 
your memories," Sayko said. 
The committee chose Balfour 
from four ring companies that 
made bids. This is the first time 
the company has been chosen to 
design a JMU class ring. 
The ring premiere, scheduled 
for April 14, is being paid for 
completely  by Balfour, Sayko 
The committee is planning to 
get a band, probably Speidel, 
Goodrich and Lille or the Dads, 
and a guest speaker for the 
premiere, Sayko said. There also 
will be trips, gift certificates and 
other awards given away at the 
premiere. 
All sophomores will receive 
personal invitations, she said. 
"We are trying to use this as a 
way of getting the sophomore 
class organized, giving people a 
sense of identity with their 
class." 
— Mike Wilson 
Poetry, debate highlight black emphasis month 
By Martin Romjue 
staff writer 
A reading by poet Sonia Sanchez and a debate 
on South African divestment are among the events 
planned for black emphasis month. 
Byron Bullock, assistant dean of students, said 
the purpose of black emphasis month is to "pro- 
vide a focus on black culture and generate black 
cultural awareness." 
JMU students "need to begin to take a look at 
activities that give them exposure and knowledge 
to blacks as a culture," he said. 
Throughout February, black fraternities and 
sororities will sponsor social events that emphasize 
culture as opposed to "just zeroing in on history," 
Bullock said. -^ 
A spring black arts festival currently is being 
planned, Bullock said. The festival will include ac- 
tivities involving art, the performing arts and 
education. 
Sanchez, a poet, activist and playwright born in 
Birmingham, Ala., will read from her work Mon- 
day at 5 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
She has taught at various institutions, including 
San Franscisco State University, University of Pitt- 
sburgh, Rutgers University and Amherst College. 
She is currently a professor at Temple University. 
In 1985, Sanchez won the American Book 
Award for "Homegirls and Handgrenades" 
published by Thundermouth Press. 
She has edited books, and her writing has been 
published in periodicals, including the Journal of 
Black Poetry and New England Review. 
South African journalist Dumisani Kumalo and 
syndicated business columnist Dr. Douglas La- 
mont will debate economic divestiture in South 
Africa Feb. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the Phillips Center 
ballroom. 
Kumalo began working as a journalist in South 
Africa in 1965. He wrote for The Post Newspapers 
and Drum magazine, and also served as chief 
reporter for the Johannesburg Sunday Times Ex- 
tra. 
An organization he founded, the Union Black 
Journalists, was banned by the South African 
government in 1977. That same year, Kumalo fled 
his homeland following police harrassment. 
Kumalo is a leader of the American Committee 
on Africa and has spoken to more than 40 state 
legislatures. 
Lam on t holds a B.S. degree in economics from 
the University of Pennsylvania, a master's in 
business administration from Tulane University 
and a doctorate from the University of Alabama. 
A visiting professor of management at Nor- 
thwestern University, Lamont teaches interna- 
tional business and marketing on the graduate 
level. 
Lamont has published several books, is a con- 
tributing columnist for the Chicago Sun-Times, 
and is a frequent guest on the television show 
"Wall Street Week." 
Several black Greek organizations will be 
recognized throughout the month. This week is 
Delta Sigma Theta Inc. Week, with the theme of 
"Pursuing a Universal Education." 
"Celebrating our Sisterhood" is the theme for 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. Week, to be held 
Feb. 23 to March 1. 
An AKA sisterhood luncheon with a guest 
speaker will begin Feb. 23 at 1 p.m. in the Shenan- 
doah Room of Chandler Hall. 
AKA will sponsor a health fair from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in the Warren Campus Center ballroom Feb. 
24 to 25. 
Additional activities are planned for the month. 
Many programs are free and all are open to the 
public. For more information, call Bullock at 
x6636. 
Student groups responsible for planning black 
emphasis month are the Black Student Alliance, 
black fraternities and sororities, and the University. 
Program Board's cultural awareness committee. 
\ 
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Gourmet Foods 
featuring 
Homemade Pasta • Veal 
Poultry • Seafood • Steak 
Take Out Available 
Emilio Amato 
Owner 
81.5 E. Market Street 
i Harcisonburg, VA 22801 
433-0961 Tues.-Sun. 




Get $1.00 off regular admis- 
sion on our Sat. Late Night 
Skate 10-midnight with your 
JMU I.D. 
Admission w/I.D. $1.25 
Skate Rentals 75% 
100 Miller Circle 




re """P  Tan 




Special Student Rates 
It's time to order tuxedos. We 
have the latest formal fashions 
in stock, at affordable prices. 
Accessories available. 




Come join our gang at.... 
SPRING BREAK_SPEC1ALL 
10 visits $20, 20 visits $35 
\Only UVB ray will protect against SUNBURN 
'W 
LAUDERDALE 
Protect Your Body and Tan 
With The Best Systems Available 




Ski and Sport 
Super End-Of Season 
Ski Clearance 
« 
30% to 50% off 
Ski Clothing and accessories 
Great Savings on Skis, 
boots, bindings, and poles 




RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN 
Deli •Gourmet Foods* Mixed Beverages 
Imported Cheeses • Beer & Wine 
Catering Service - 434-7647      Takp n^T^j 
60 WEST WATER ST. ♦ HARRISONBl R(,, VIRGINIA 
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SGA 
*■ (Continued from page 3) 
The proposal had passed in the 
senate. The executive council killed 
it because IHC has "had a history of 
having little problems with their 
finances," said SGA Treasurer 
Michelle Shaffer. 
The money in groups' reserve ac- 
counts is to be used for equipment 
such as typewriters, Shaffer said. 
IHC will have to use money from its 
regular account to pay the service 
charges. 
In other business, the buildings 
and grounds committee killed a pro- 
posal to move the bust of James 
Madison at the bottom of the steps 
outside Carrier Library to a more 
visible place on campus. 
Committee chairman Greg 
Gromada said the committee for the 
beautification of the quad is looking 
into other busts. "We're going to get 
better busts and statues of James 
Madison," he said. 
In new business, the following 
bills were proposed and referred to 
the appropriate standing commit- 
tees: 
• Gromada proposed allocating 
$3,000 to the JMU Contemporary 
Gospel Singers to help support a full 
concert schedule for the group. 
• Gromada   also   proposed   en- 
couraging university department 
heads to establish more noon classes 
to help cut down on the crowding at 
D-Hall and PC Dukes during that 
hour. 
• Gifford senator Greg Usiskin 
proposed allocating $768 to the JMU 
Ski Club to help pay for lift tickets 
and registration at four alpine ski 
competitions held by the National 
Collegiate Ski Association. 
• Snow proposed allocating $650 
to the JMU International Relations 
Association to help pay delegate fees 
for a Model NATO Conference at 
Howard University. 
• Snow also proposed replacing 
the basketball court outside Hanson 
Hall with a new full court. 
• Ikenberry senator Leslie 
Quezaire proposed allocating $450 
to Delta Sigma Theta to help pay for 
its   founders week celebration. 
• Commuter senator Tim McCon- 
ville proposed having a sidewalk 
built along the road leading to PC 
Dukes. 
• McConville also proposed that 
the SGA properly display the 
Virginia and United States flags, and 
recite the Pledge of Allegiance 
before each meeting. 
• Huffman senator Kathy Sayko 
proposed having a bookbag rack put 
in PC Dukes to cut down on 
crowding at the tables. 
Time is running out 
The following paid positions for the March 1986 to March 
1987 staff of The Breeze are being filled. Deadline for ap- 
plications Is Friday Feb. 14 at 5 p.m. Applications are 
available at The Breeze office In the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. 
•> News Editor 
► Assistant News Editor 
► Features Editor 
► Assistant Features Editor 
+■ Sports Editor 
► Assistant Sports Editor 
► Editorial Editor 
► Assistant Editorial Editor 
► Columnists 
► Graphics Design and Layout Editor 
► Wire Editor 
► Photo Editor 
► Photographers 
► Copy Camera operator 
► Production Manager 
► Paste-up personnel 




to be held 
Dr. Joan Frederick of the English 
department will lecture Tuesday on 
Joan Didion's "Slouching Towards 
Bethlehem" as part of the freshman 
reading series. 
Her lecture will be held at 8 p.m. 
in room 101 of Miller Hall. 
The series is sponsored by Sigma 
Tau Delta, the English honor socie- 
ty- 
Scholarship service 
finds students aid 
College freshmen can call a toll- 
free number for help in finding 
financial aid. The number, 
1-800-AID-FIND, is part of a na- 
tional scholarship matching service 
called Student Aid Finders, based in 
Laconia, N.H. 
After a student pays an initial $39 
fee, the service guarantees to Find 
him a minimum of five, and as many 
as 25, student aid sources based on 
information provided on a data 
form. The service searches through 
its computers and matches the infor- 
mation to the specific student aid for 
which the student qualifies. 
Within three to four weeks, the 






$Z&20% to 40% 
OFF 
Selected Winter Items 
188 S. Mason St.    434-7234 
student receives a computer read-out 
of the matching sources — complete 
with names, addresses and eligibility 
requirements. If five sources are not 
found, the fee is returned and the 
student is given whatever sources are 
found at no cost. 
3-D photographs 
now on display 
Masumi Hayashi's "3-D Len- 
ticular Color Photographs'" will be 
on display in the New Image Gallery 
through March 8. 
Hayashi creates three dimensional 
photographs of surrealistic imagery 
with a Nimslo 3-D camera, which 
contains four lenses and produces 
four negatives. When combined, 
these negatives produce a single print 
that changes its appearance depen- 
ding on the viewing angle. 
An assistant professor of art at 
Cleveland State University, Hayashi 
has exhibited three dimensional and 
other nontraditional types of 
photography in numerous galleries 
in the U.S. and abroad. 
The New Image Gallery is located 
in Zirkle House, 983 S. Main St. 
Gallery hours are noon to 5 p.m. 
Mondays through Thursdays and 
noon to 4 p.m. Fridays and Satur- 
days. 
THE BEST THINGS 
IN LIFE ARE FREE. 
btaplers, paper cutters, 
hole punches, tape, 
white-out, glue sticks, 
paper clips and a large 
well organized 
workspace are yours for 
the asking. And copies 
are a steal, too. 
kinkes 
1010 South Main 
Next to Wampler Theatre 
433-9287 
Z f\ 
y Antique Jewel Box Court Square (Next to Sovran Bank) V 
Large selection of Gold and Silver hearts from $10 
Diamond jewelry 10% off with this ad and JMU 
ID. until March 1, 1986 
Low prices because we bay from estates, indlvidiuls, etc... 
Check oat oar prices and compare! 
       433-1833 







:: -«- or 
PIlOMe 433-3111 
Our t)nv« carry kess 
than $20 00 
umrted de*n»ry area 
$|Off I 
$1 00 off any s —a 
1-rtem of more pizza 
One coupon per pizza- 
Sot good with any 
other of*er 










SHOP — s *»-- *.-« ■iH5f1 





Bnng your ID 
-1 Visit $4 00 
-5 Visits Si 7 00 
-10 Visits $30 00 
Qfajs 
or come 6» foo*». 
624 Hawkins St 
434-16"" 
$2 DO off any large 
•re- or more pizza 
One coupon per pizza. 
Not good »nth any 
other offer. 
Expires 2 28 86 
Name  
A22'e«S 
•^      Valentine 
m    W Celebration 
Specials 
•Shoes 2 pair for $25.00 
• Selected Stock S4.00-$6.00-$9.00 
Drawings on Friday, Feb. 14 
• FREE Shoes every hour 
•Grand prize 5:00pm, Friday 
• FREE Shoes • Boots • Dinner for 2 
14EW 
.    Sak runs Thurs- Fri- Sat, Feb 13-15 
4ter St. 434-4466 
In Recognition of 
Black Emphasis Month 
Poet, activist, and playwright, Sonia 
Sanchez will read selections of her 
poetry on Monday, Feb. 17, at 5 p.m. 
in Grafton Stovall Theatre. 
•Currently a professor of English at 
Temple University 
*Author of twelve books 
•Winner of the 1985 American Book 
Award 
Sponsored by the 
Black Student Alliance 





By Alex Dapollto 
police reporter 
Two non-students were arrested 
by campus police and charged with 
driving under the influence of 
alcohol. 
Non-student Vernon C. Hensley, 
28, of Elkton was arrested Feb. 6 
and charged with driving under the 
influence of alcohol about 10 p,m. 
on  Bluestone Drive, police said. 
Non-student Lawrence W. 
Messerley Jr., 21, of Harrisonburg 
was arrested and charged with driv- 
ing under the influence of alcohol 
about 2 a.m. Saturday on Bluestone 
Drive and Port Republic Road, 
police said. 
Grand Larceny 
• Non-student   Frederick   W.   Bert- 
schinger. 30, of Mount Jackson was ar- 
rested and charged with grand larceny 
in the theft of a 1969 dark green 
Chevrolet from Mourrt Jackson. The vehi- 
cle was recovered by campus police in 
M-lot about 3:30 a.m. Feb. 6, police said. 
• A top loading Denver electric 
balance (model number 720400, JMU pro- 
perty number 77231) was reported stolen 
from the geology department In Miller 
Hall between Feb. 6 and 2 p.m. Feb. 7, 
police said. Value of the balance was 
reported at $700. 
• A surfer rack valued at $250 was 
reported stolen from a car parked In the 
Convocation Center tunnel lot between 
10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Feb. 6. The rack 
was black with a black strap, police said. 
Vandalism 
• A car parked in X-lot was reported 
Why Rent 
An Apartment 





You'll notice the difference. 2 & 3 Bedroom 
Units featuring: 
Fireplaces, Ceiling Fans, Luxurious Furnishings, On-site 
Laundry, Free Basic Cable, and Exclusive Sports Facilities. 
CALL TODAY:  434-6166 
Reservations now being taken 
for 86 - 87 session 
Singles Welcome - Roommate Locating service 
Madison Manor • 1022 Blue Ridge Drive • Harrisonburg. VA 22801 
damaged between Feb. 6 and Feb. 10. 
Damage was estimated at $100 for the 
dented passenger door, police said. 
Larceny 
• A men's bicycle, valued at $100, 
(serial number 01107349) was reported 
stolen from the Cleveland Hall porch bet- 
ween De.-. 20 and Jan. 13, police said. 
The bicycle was described as a Univega 
26" beach bike, red with a black seat and 
heavy duty tires, Virginia Beach tag 
number A65349. 
• A desk telephone was reported 
stolen from the Wine Price main office 
between 12:30 a.m. and 9:41 p.m. Feb. 8, 
police said. Value of the item was record- 
ed at about $20. 
Destruction ot State Property 
• A cinder block was thrown through a 
front window of the Sigma Kappa sorori- 
ty house about 4 a.m. Saturday, police 
said. Cost to repair the window is not 
known. 
• A barrier was damaged In the service 
drive near Chandler Hall about 12 a.m. 
Saturday by a student driving on the 
sidewalk. The student was charged 
judicially, police said. 
Trespassing 
• University of Virginia student David 
N. Rae, 20, of Manhasset, N.Y., was ar- 
rested and charged with trespassing 
about 1:30 a.m. Sunday on Greek Row, 
police said. 
• University of Virginia student Jeffrey 
S. Henrlcksen, 19, of Huntington, N.Y., 
was arrested and charged with trespass- 
ing about 1:30 a.m. Sunday on Greek Row 
police said. 
Assault and Battery 
• A student was judicially charged 
with assault and battery about 8:30 a.m. 
Feb. 1 in Glfford Hall, police said. The 
student reportedly struck two other 
students, one of whom was treated for 





Campus police are beginning 
to tow cars parked in areas mark- 
ed "no parking, towing 
enforced," said Alan MacNutt, 
director of campus police. 
Areas that are being given 
special attention include the road 
behind PC Dukes and the D-Hall 
loading area. "Delivery trucks 
have been having trouble making 
their deliveries tfBtause students 
are constantly blocking these 
areas," MacNutt said. 
Vehicles violating the rules will 
be towed to X-lot by a private 
tower. If there is no room in 
X-lot, the tower will be instructed 
to take the car to his place of 
business. The towing could cost 
$25 to $35. 
"We just want to let students 
know before we start towing," 
MacNutt said. "We'll also be 
watching Newman Drive by 
Greek Row and other areas." 
— Alex Dapolito 
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BELLE HEALE 
LCWNGE 
Rt. 11 South 434-2367 
Did you miss our open stage Sunday? 
We're having another one this Sunday 
4P.M.-8&.M. 
Don't miss it! 
Valley Sports Center 
Our 25th Birthday Vi Price Sale 
Storewide Reductions 








Warm Up Suit, 
Ski Jackets-  vests 




"~"*ire Stock (limited quantities) at least 50">o Oft 
All Safes final- No credit cards 
Sale begins Friday Feb. 14, 9am, continues 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
At Our 107 E. Water Street store only 
Downtown Harrisonburg 
434-6580 
25 years of serving JMU 




SPAGHETTI   MCATBAUS 
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f   Brach's Shadow    \ 
1 lb. 
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4 
NON MTURNABU BOTTLE 
W$iFREE 
Diet Pepsi 
or Pepsi Cola 
s* 
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\ 8L** 
10 
_,   Grillmastar 
«»    Franks 
Si oil (1 
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IT'S NEW AT PIZZA INN 
HOME DELIVERY! 
That same delicious 
pizza you enjoy at 
Pizza Inn can now be 
ordered at home... 
Pizza inn 
433-2644 
Delivery Times Daily: Sat. - Sun. 11 A.M. - 2 P.M. 
Sun. through Thurs., 5 P.M. Till 11 P.M. 
Fri. & Sat. 5 P.M. Till 1 A.M. 
Large pan or thin crust pepperoni pizza for only 
$5.00 
Dining in or carried out 
$6.00 
Delivered 
Additional toppings can be added: 95« per topping 
IMS SOUTH mow tTMIT 
POST of net aoi K4 







The opportunity is yours again!!! 
ill! 
&TDK 
SA REFERENCE STANDARD CASSETTE 
State-of-the-Art Performance 
'ffTflWHimituiiiiitiHm i 
&TDK    QAQO T »«»»*w.cmrTf \^r^<J\S     Position 
TDK SA 90 
(2 pack) 
$3.59 each 




MM Stereo Cassette Player v*h 
Us/Hsulnftt Stereo 11—»■—■■ 
• LigM*«'qM stereo neadpftones indudeO 
• Auto-Slop mechanism 
• Roiaiy output volume control 
• Stop* eject txjtton 
• Detachable ben clip included 
• OC m .ack 
• Optional AC adaptor RP-34 
• Opiional car adaptor BP-W3 
• Operate* on 2 "AA" batteries (not included) 
$15.90 
Visa,  Mastercard,  & 
Choice accepted! 
tMIPWfrY.MARKEr&»DELI V Delivery:. SXM\ 






Molson Lt $2.99 
Mt. Crest $2.59 
Kronenbourg $3.79 
* In store prices only. Delivery prices 






Limit 1 coupon per sub 




>■•■•■•■* ' T 
Expires 2-23-86 





50* OFF       ! 
any 10" Sub   j 
Expires 2-23-86 
Limit 1 coupon per sub ■ 
rm 
a 
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Spend Valentines at 
Complimentary 
Valentine Flowers 
for the first 100 ladies 
after 8 p.m. 
other    Surprise 
Specials) 
JIFFY 66 & MARKET 
Port Republic Road 
J 
KEGS 
Coors 14 40.00 % 25.50 
Bud Vi 40.50 % 25.50 
Old Mil Vt 31.00 V* 20.50 
Miller % 40.00 %23.50 
Busch % 31.00 % 20.50 
Schaefer 1/» 27.00 
Bull % 35.00 
Strohs 1/2 31.00 
Blue Rib Vt 31.00 1/4 20.50 
Mich ft 44.50 1A 28.50 
LONGNECKS* 
Old Mil 9.69 dep. 
Coors 10.99 dep. 
Coors It 10.99 dep. 
Busch 7.99 dep. 
Bud 11.20 dep. 
National.! 5.99 dep. 
PACKAGE BEER 
Klllians Red 6pk 3.59 
Coors 12pk 4.99 
Old Mil. 24pk 7.99 
Weideman 12pk NR.... .2.39 
Schlitz/Strohs 2.59 
Old MII6pk 2.29 
Pabst6pk 2.19 
Bud 12pk 5.29 
Busch 6pk 2.09 
Goebel 12pk ...2.99 
White Mtn. 6pk 3.59 
Molson Lt. NR 2.89 
Miller 6pk 3.09 
Driver's   License   required 
on Beer purchases 
Milk 1 gal 1.99 
Cigarettes Reg & 100's 7.49 
Dr. Pepper cans 1-69 2 liter 1.19 
Magazines, papers, chips, sandwiches 
VCR & tape Rental 
The Phillips 66 across from Ho-Jo's 
433-8559 
BUSINESS FOR SALE 
Would you like to stay in the "Valley", own your own business, 
and earn $40,000— per year? I graduated from JMU in 1977 
and have established a successful service business in Staun- 
ton. The business is for sale to another graduate between the 
ages of 22 and 35. 
If you are a good worker, want to make your own decisions, 
and would like to work out of your home, this business will ap- 
peal to you. All equipment and training is provided. 
Some financial security will be required, but the purchase 
price could, if desired, come from the earnings generated by 
the business. i 
Write to BUSINESS, Box 2913, Staunton, VA. 24401, and give 
some details about yourself and your goals. 
Thinking about EUROPE this summer? 
Then think about TRAVEL COUNSELLORS, 
INC. 
Only TRAVEL COUNSELLORS, INC. can issue your 
YOUTH HOSTEL CARD in our office - no waiting! 
We also offer: 
•Low cost charter flights 'Student and EURAIL passes 
Call Us Soon! 
It doesn't cost you anything, but it could save you a lot! 
TRAVEL COUNSELLORS, INC. 
435 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(703)434-1796 
James Madison University 








11a.m.   Wilson Hall 
• 
Free tickets for JMU faculty, staff and their families 
and JMU students are available at the Warren Cam- 
pus Center information desk and the office of the 
dean, College of Fine Arts and Communication, 
Room 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
«^*^> <rv*<rs> <rw*-a <r*»*ri> <rw*^> <^*nrx> <r*»^> <r<*»*?> 
[ 
t_ 
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General 
Lit* SclenCS MllMUm — Hours are Mondays 
from  1-5 pm and Fridays Irom  11-3. All welcome 
Located In Burrusa, Room 10    Closed on University 
holidays. 
Alpha Chi Rho — fraternity offers escort service 
to all women Monday through Thursday for 8-12 pm. 
x5108 
JMU Vld*)0 Network — Watch Us Work tor You! 
"JMU Today," followed by 'Profile's", airs every 
Wednesday at 2:30 and 8 pm on cable channel 8. 
Watch It' 
Percy H. Warren Senior Honor Society — 
(Mortar Board) will be accepting applications through 
Feb. 17 You can pick them up In Alumnae Hall, Room 
106. To be eligible you must be classified as a senior 
by September, 1988. graduate no later than August, 
1987. You must also have a cumulative average of 3.25 
or higher. 
Any Club Wishing tO submit proposals re- 
questing funds from the SQA Contingency account, 
must do so by Fab. 25. 
University Writing Lab —offers individualized 
help to students working on papers or reports, study- 
ing for essay exams, writing letters or applications, 
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the GRE, 
LSAT, NTE, or GMAT For further Information, call Mrs. 
Hosklns at x8401 or stop by Keezell 108, M-F, 8:30-3:30. 
Student Prosecutors tor the Honor Coun- 
cil — are needed tor the 1986*7 school year Call 
x6383 or write to Box M-44 tor more Information. 
C.A.R.S. —A free ride home for students and their 
guests who have had too much to drink. Friday 8 Satur- 
day nights from 11 pm to 3 am, call 433 CARS 
Events 
Catholic  Mass Schedule  — Saturday: 5 pm, 
WCC, Room D. Sunday: 11 am 4 5 pm. Phillips Center 
Ballroom. 
Career Planning k Placement Workshops 
— for the week of Feb. 10-14: Resume Writing, 
3:304:30. and Writing Applications for Teaching Posi 
tlorrs, 1:45-2:45, both on Feb. 13; and Marketing 
Yourself to An Employer, Feb. 14, 10-11 am. All 
workshops are held In Room A, WCC. Come to the 
CP&P Office to sign-up. 
1986  Spring  Recruiting  Schedules  — 
(Business, Industry, Government. 8 Graduate & Profes- 
sional Schools! are now available In Ihe CP4P Office. 
Signups for interviews are now in progress. 
The FBI will give a presentation — Career 
with the FBI" on Feb 14, 1986. Come to the Career 
Planning & Placement Office for further details 
Finally a Student 
Condominium Close to 
JMU for Thousands Less 
Come by and see our scale model at our 
Sales Office between 1-5 p.m. (located 
behind   R.J.'s   Garden   Deli),   or   call 
433-5052. 
First 100 people to come by our Sales Of- 
fice to see our display model will receive 





Send to:      Bradley Properties 
P.O. Box 8187 
Roanoke, VA 24014 
Come by our Sales Of nee between 1-5 or call 433-5052 
University Place, a condominium has not yet been registered by the Virginia Real Estate Commission. A condominium may be reserved on a non-blndlng reservation 
agreement, but no contract of sale or leas* may be entered into prior to registration. 
The Office of Personnel Management — 
will accept applications to take the examination tor the 
United States Marshals Service Feb. 10-21. For details 
come to the Career Planning & Placement Office. 
Teachers — slgn-ups for interviews with school 
systems are now In progress In the Career Planning A 
Placement Office. 
JMU Men's Rugby — First practice will be held 
Monday. Feb. 17, on the upper Convo field at 3:30 pm. 
Regular practice held Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 
- all students are encouraged to join For more info, 
call 433-5544 or 4330615. 
Colloquium — Wednesday, Feb 26.4 pm, Burruss 
Hall, Room 111 Dr John T Maraflno will speak on 
"The Dirichlet Problem on Simply Connected 
Domains." Refreshments will be served at 3:45 pm 
English Lecture — Tuesday. Feb. 18.8 pm, Miller 
101. Dr Joan Frederick will speak on SiWii/ig Towards 
Bttheltm. Sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta as part of the 
freshman reading list series. 
JMU Symphony — Tuesday. Feb. 18. 8 pm. 
Wilson Auditorium. Free 4 open to the public. 
Wesley Foundation —Thursday. Feb 13.8 pm, 
New Life Singers, Wesley Foundation; Monday, Feb. 
17, 7 pm, Bible Study. Jeanne Finley: Tuesday, Feb. 18, 
5:30 pm. Fellowship Shrove Tuesday Dinner; Wednes- 
day Feb 19,4 pm. Bible Study, Rev. Carl Ennis; Thurs- 
day. Feb 20. 6 pm, New Life Singers. Wesley Founda 
tlnn. 
Guest  Artist  — Harold Robinson, double bass. 
Sundav, Feb. 23, S pm,  Anthony-Seeger Auditorium 
Free ft open to the public. 
Guest Artist Lecture Series — James Tag 
gart, pianist, Monday. Feb. 17 ft. 24, 8 pm. Anthony- 
Seeger Hall Free ft open to the public 
Graduate Thesis Concert —Feb. 13 & 14 at B 
pm in Godwin Hall. Room 355. The First Frontier, 
choreographed ft directed by Minu Ber|an Aliaskari. ft 
Erik H. Enkson's Developmental Concepts 
choreographed ft directed by Ca/mela M. Cotter, will 
be presented. 
Symposium sponsored by LDSSA — Tues- 
day, Feb. 18, from S*30 pm In Room B on the Mez- 
zanlnex The topic will be Jeaus Christ. All are welcome 
Lutheran Student Movement — state-wide 
conference at Muhlenberg Lutheran Church Friday ft 
Saturday. S13.00 tor JMU students. RWes available 
from Godwin Hall bus stop Friday, 6:45 pm. Ail 
welcome. 
Meetings 
Inter Varsity Christian  Fellowship — 
meats every Thursday night at 7:00 pm. Moody Hall, 
Blackwall Auditorium. 
Canterbury Association — mia Episcopal 
group matt* every Thursday at 8.00 pm at Emmanuel 
Episcopal Church; and every Wednesday from 
4:30-5:30 pm for Bible study In Hotfman Hall. Room 
212.  AM students are welcome. 
Campus Crusade for Christ win meet every 
Wednesday night at 7:30 on the Mezzanine In WCC. For 
Information, call Melissa or Karen at »5162. 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes — meets 
every Sunday night at 8 pm, Mezzanine, Room D. All 
present and former athletea are welcome! For more In- 
fo, drop a line In Campus Mall to:  FCA. PO Box 1-2. 
Baptiat Student Union — meets every Thurs- 
day, 5:30 pm at Baptist Student Center on corner of 
Main St. and Cantrell Ave. New Psalm Singers meet at 
center every Wednesday, 6:30 pm Bible Study on 
Tuesdays at 630. 
Commuter Student Committee — meets the 
1st. 3rd, ft 5th Monday of each month at 5:30 In Room 
A, WCC. All Interested commuters are welcome. 
Grace Campus Ministries — "Celebration" 
meets every Friday night at 7:30 In Room D, WCC Mez- 
zanine. All welcome. 
Cave Club — will be meeting In Jackson IB every 
Thursday at 7:30 pm. 
Blue Blaze Irregulars — win meet Thursday, 
Feb. 13. 6 pm. Room B, WCC 
Science Fiction Fantasy Guild — meets 
Thursday. Feb. 13, 6 pm, Room B. WCC Mezzanine 
JamSon Investment Club — win meet tonight 
at 7 In Room A of the A.V. Center Meeting Rooms In the 
library. 
WJMR Student Committee - win meet 
tonight at 5:30 In Room C of the WCC All Interested 
people pleaae come1 
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Eating Economically 
Value inevitable with efficient shopping 
By Pam Westfall 
staff writer  
It's the end of the week and you 
are down to the last slice of 
American cheese. You didn't know 
the refrigerator light could brighten 
those bare shelves so well. 
"The only way I can cram for my 
test tonight," you think, "is if I have 
energy." 
Off like a flash to the 24-hour 
grocer you go, checkbook in hand. 
Twfi hours and $35 later you're 
home with four over-stuffed bags 
and a six-pack of Diet Coke. 
The last thing you expected to buy 
was Mr. Paul's Gourmet Sardines 
and those imported chocolates. 
Alas, once again you are the vic- 
tim of collegiate impulse buying. 
Some blame it on the pressures of 
U.S. History 101, but the truth of 
the matter lies in poor planning. 
Students should not expect to have I 
Hints from Heloise memorized, but 
neither should they form time and 
money wasting habits. 
Commuter   cooks   and   dorm 
snackers need kitchen smarts. 
They also need to plan for the 
future. Most students are preparing 
for a professional life and must be 
able to buy and fix their own meals. 
Therefore, students need to be 
educated shoppers and equipped 
with essential cooking utensils. 
Shopping know-how begins with 
knowing the store. Familiarize 
yourself with all the local markets to 
compare quality, prices and shopp- 
ing atmosphere. When you find one 
you like best, stick with it. It will be 
easier to locate items, become 
friendly with a helpful butcher and 
know the best times to shop. 
Plan to shop only once a week and 
toward the end of the week. Fresh 
fruits and vegetables usually are 
stocked then and most stores have 
weekend specials. 
But economizing begins even 
before you enter the store. At home 
take inventory of the foods you 
already have. That can of tuna and 
half-bag of noodles could make a 
great  casserole.   Check  new papers 
and magazines for coupons and 
sales. Beware of buying an item only 
because you have a coupon. 
A week's worth of planned meals 
is the best shopping list and will keep 
you from buying unneeded items 
Write down the ingredients required 
trom recipes and organize the list by 
food category: dairy; meat; breads 
cereals and pasta; fruits and 
vegetables; canned goods, etc. 
It is also advantageous to go to the 
store with a full stomach, alert mind 
and time limit. These are guards 
against impulse buying. The less 
time spent shopping, the less money 
An informal survey of about 30 
commuter students showed that of a 
list of seven food values, nutrition 
quality and cost were equally rated 
as most important. 
Money-wise tactics start with unit 
pricing ,o help choose from variou 
brands and s,zes. Where unit pricing is unavailable, calculate the price Z, 
ounce by dividing the price by S number of ounce! in the conSner 
Don't forget your calculator. 
"Sell by" and expiration dates are 
useful for choosing quality 
perishable items like dairy products, 
breads and cereals. It is no bargain if 
it will spoil before it is eaten. 
By comparing the nutritive values 
of various brands and foods, you 
can get the most nutrition for your 
money. Ingredients are listed on a 
package in the order in which they 
predominate by weight. 
A can of baked beans that lists 
"sauce, sugar and beans" contains 
more fillers than beans. A label that 
reads "beans, sauce and sugar" will 
make a better dinner. 
Store brand products usually are 
equal or better in quality and nutri- 
tion than their higher priced 
shelfmates. Generic products pose a 
greater risk for quality, but after 
some trial and error you will know 
which products to buy and which to 
avoid. 
Use discrimination when purchas- 
ing  foods  with   flashy  packaging, 
See COOK page 13 ► 
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They usually are priced higher than 
necessary and are placed in the "arc 
of visual activity" — the shelf space 
between the shopper's chin and 
waist. 
The ends of aisles prove to be 
prime selling space, too. Shoppers 
spend more time at the end of aisles 
so high-priced items often are placed 
there. 
Flexibility with your food likes 
and dislikes can amount to addi- 
tional savings. Senior Terry 
Dalessandro said, "Sometimes you 
just have to settle for whatever you 
can get and not what you want." 
Fresh fruits and vegetables are less 
expensive when they are in season. 
Sliced or chopped frozen or canned 
vegetables usually are less than 
whole pieces. 
Day-old baked goods usually are 
fresh enough for immediate use and 
often are a bargain. Conventional 
shapes of pasta cost less than fancy 
forms. Rice and noodle mixes often 
cost   more   than   the   ingredients 
themselves. 
Whole milk and cream cost more 
than skim, low-fat or evaporated. 
Sherbet and ice milk are less expen- 
sive than ice cream. 
Some of the best buys in meat are 
chicken, turkey, beef liver, ground 
beef and pork shoulder. If freezer 
space allows, buy meat on sale and 
store for future use. 
Frozen fish is less expensive than 
fresh fish, and flaked tuna is a better 
value when appearances do not mat- 
ter. 
Eggs, dry beans and peanut butter 
are good sources of protein with 
economy prices. 
Once the food is in your kitchen 
and ready for cooking, the proper 
utensils are essential. The initial in- 
vestment may injure the budget, but 
Mom and Aunt Martha may be will- 
ing to contribute their "doubles." 
Before you ruin expensive food, 
be sure you know the proper utensils 
and cooking method. Sophomore 
Bob Moore admitted he once cooked 
broccoli in a pressure cooker and 
ended up with charred vegetables. 
For students moving off-campus 
with friends, it is wise to make a 
master list of all kitchen equipment 
and distribute it among roommates. 
By doing this, you will avoid ending 
up with five cookie sheets and only 
one measuring cup. 
Heavy pots and pans are a better 
value because they avoid dents which 
cause hard-to-clean spots. Also thin 
pots often develop "hot spots" 
where the metal is weakened and 
foods always burn. Separate lids 
should fit each pan. 
Knives should have carbon steel 
blades. Stainless steel will dull and 
cannot be sharpened. Other utensils 
most frequently used are long- 
handled wooden spoons, slotted 
spoon, slotted spatula and wire wisk. 
Most kitchens cannot function 
without measuring cups for liquids 
and dry ingredients, colander, can 
opener, mixing bowls, cutting board 
and pot holders. 
Cleanup tools include a plastic 
dish pan, dish drainer, sponges and 
cleaning cloths, hand and dish 
towels, heavy plastic garbage bags 
and broom. 
Whether you own some or all of 
these items, each must have its own 
space in the kitchen. Cleanup uten- 
sils are best placed near or under the 
sink. Pots and pans should be near 
the stove. 
Dish drainer and towels belong 
near the silverware cabinet. Wise is 
he who puts everything back where 
originally found. He won't have to 
play hide and seek the next time. 
Do not dispare if your kitchen 
falls short of the ideal. With a little 
ingenuity, almost anything can be 
prepared. If the going gets tough, 
your neighbor's kitchen probably is 
stocked with everything yours is 
lacking and vice versa. 
Efficient and economical cooking, 
however, is dependent on the effort 
made. Planned meals, efficient 
shopping trips and an organized kit- 
chen will save time and money. 
That way you can splurge and buy 
gormet sardines every now and then. 
4 After Hours 
Thursday 
MUSIC 
• D.T. and the Shakes and The 
Neighborhoods (Irom Boston) - Mystic 
Den. $3 cover charge. 
•Jellyfish Blues Band - Players, 
$2.50 cover charge. 
• Mark Prelsser — Little Grill, $1 cover 
charge. 
• d.J. — J.M.'s. Sponsor Night, $1 cover 
charge.      ' 
• d.J. — Calhoun's, $.50 cover charge. 
• Apple City Band — Gandy Dancer, $3 
cover charge. 
• d.J. — Belle Meade, Ladies Night, $1 
cover charge for ladies, $2 for men. 
MOVIES 
• Murphy's Romance (PQ-13) - Roth 
Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:10 p.m. 
• Iron Eagle (PO-13) - Roth Theatres, 
7:15 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. 
• Witness (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. 
and 9:05 p.m. m . 
• Power <R) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 3:35 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
• Jewel of the Nile (PQ) - Valley Mall 
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5:40 p.m. and 
7:40 p.m. , _ .. 
• Youngblood (R) - Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:45 p.m., 4:45 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
• Out ol Africa (PQ) - Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres. 2:45 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 8:30 
P ^The Color Purple (PO-13) - Valley 
Mall Roth Theatres, 2:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m. 
and 8:15 p.m. «... 
• Bonnie and Clyde (PQ) - G'a«°"- 
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
COMEDY 
• Professional Comedians Night    — 
Scruple's, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover charge. 
CLUB THURSDAY 
• Faculty   Talent   Night   —   Phillips 
Center, 9-11 p.m., free admission. 
Friday 
MUSIC 
• Animal Logic — Mystic Den, $2 cover 
charge. 
• d.J. — Players, $1 cover charge. 
• Ryall Brothers — Calhoun's, $1 cover 
charge. 
• d.J. — J.M.'s, $1 cover charge. 
• Happy Feet — Scruples, $3 cover 
charge. 
• Nlghttraln Phillips and John Click — 
Little Grill, $1 cover charge. 
• D.C. Star — Scotland Yard, cover 
charge not available. 
• Country Bach — Belle Meade, $3 
cover charge. 
• C.W. Rhythm — Gandy Dancer, $3 
cover charge. 
MOVIES 
• Murphy's Romance (PG-13) — Roth 
Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:10 p.m. 
• Iron Eagle (PQ-13) — Roth Theatres, 
7:15 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. 
• Witness (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. 
and 9:05 p.m. 
• Power (R) - Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 3:35, p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
• Jewel of the Nile (PQ) - Valley Mall 
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5:40 p.m. and 
7:40 p.m. 
• Youngblood (R) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:45 p.m., 4:45 p.m., 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
• Out of Africa (PG) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 2:45 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 8:30 
p.m. 
• The Color Purple (PG-13) - Valley 
Mall Roth Theatres. 2:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m. 
and 8:15 p.m. 
• Desperately Seeking Susan (PG-13) 




• The New Potato Caboose 
(psychedelic rock) — Mystic Den, $3 
cover charge. 
• Country Bach — Belle Meade, $3 
cover charge. 
• d.J. — Players, $1 cover charge. 
• John Gunter Mossblad — Calhoun's, 
$2 cover charge. 
• d.J. — J.M.'s, $1 cover charge. 
• Happy Feet — Scruples, $3 cover 
charge. 
• C.W. Rhythm — Gandy Dancer, $3 
cover charge. 
• Champion Fldler Edd Michael and 
American Bluegrass — Little Grill, $2 
cover charge. 
• D.C. Star — Scotland Yard, cover 
charge not available. 
MOVIES 
• Murphy's Romance (PQ-13) — Roth 
Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:10 p.m. 
• Iron Eagle (PQ-13) — Roth Theatres, 
7:15 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. 
• Witness (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. 
and 9:05 p.m. 
• Power (R) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 3:35 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
• Jewel of the Nile (PQ) — Valley Mall 
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5:40 p.m. and 
7:40 p.m. 
• Youngblood (R) - Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:45 p.m., 4:45 p.m., 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
• Out of Africa (PQ) — Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 2:45 p.m., 5:30 p.m. *and 8:30 
p.m. 
•The Color Purple (PQ-13) — Valley 
Mall Roth Theatres, 2:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m. 
and 8:15 p.m. 
• Desperately Seeking Susan (PQ-13) 




• Spotlight '65:   Southeast Crafts — 
Feb. 17 through March 6 In Duke Fine 
Arts. 
Sawhlll Gallery hours: Mon. through 
Fri. 8.30-noon, 1-4:30 p.m., 7-9 p.m.; Sat. 
and Sun. 1-5 p.m. 
ARTWORKS GALLERY 
• Artworks by Kris Kllllnger and John 
Rose — Through Feb. 15 in Zirkle House. 
NEW IMAGE GALLERY 
• 3-D Photographs by Masuml Hayashl 
— Through March 7 In Zirkle House. 
THE OTHER GALLERY 
• Artwork by Anna Walters — Through 
Feb. 15 In Zirkle House. 
Zirkle House hours: Mon. through 
Thurs. noon-5 p.m.; Sat. and Sun. noon-4 
p.m. 
\ 
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Make Fall Reservations NOW! 
Come see our terrific new FOUR BEDROOM 
plan for the '86-'87 year.Why share a 
bedroom when you can have YOUR VERY 
OWN PRIVATE BEDROOM at Hunters Ridge 
Condominium. Come by our model which is 
open from 2p.m.-6p.m. daily or call for an ap- 
pointment 434-5150. 
HUNTERS RIDGE 
Student Condominiums for Sale or Lease 
Compare These Features: 
• Range 
• Microwave Oven 
• Refrigerator with Ice Maker 
• Dishwasher 
• Disposal 
• Washer-Dryer in each Unit 





Another Housing Complex 
Come See the Difference in our 
Student Community! 
.   ' w 
• Plush Carpeting 
• Custom Decorator Mini Blinds at all Win- 
dows 
• Vertical Blinds at Patio Doors 
• Full Length Mirrored Closet Doors 
• Fully Furnished with Attractive Furniture 
• Catch JMU Bus at Howard Johnsons or 5 
Minute Walk to Class 
• Decks and Patios 
• Plenty of Parking 
• Storage Closets 
• Roommate Locating Service Available 
• Super Location - % mile from Campus 
Developed by DM I Corp. 
1201 Jamestown Road 





I.    ■ i • Rental Office 
434-5150 / 
T 
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Guard for future starting now 
By Paul Bergeron 
staff writer 
Freshman Donna 
a welcome surpri 
Staff photo by Steva Eaton 
Budd has turned out to be 
lee for the Dukes. 
Hard work almost always brings rewards. Just 
ask freshman guard Donna Budd of the JMU 
women's basketball team. 
Budd, a star point guard with Wheaton High 
School in Maryland, came into the JMU program 
ready to work. Thus far, she has attained nearly all 
the goals she has set for herself or the team. 
"We never questioned her effort from the start,* 
She puts 110 percent into everything she does,*"' 
said head coach Shelia Moorman. 
At Wheaton, Budd led the team in scoring, re- 
bounding, assists and steals. But in her first year at 
JMU, she was penciled in as a backup to starting 
point guard Flo Jackson. 
As the season progressed, however, Moorman 
had to re-evaluate Budd. "There isn't a tougher 
position for a freshman to play than point guard," 
Moorman said. 
Budd learned quickly. With experience, and help 
from Jackson, she developed into a starter. She is 
fourth on ihe team in minutes played. 
"She is'so good we can't afford to keep her on 
the bench. She's too good to use only as a 
backup," Moorman said. 
"I knew it would be hard to start my first year. 
There is a lot of pressure playing point guard, 
especially if you are a freshman," Budd said. "I'm 
more comfortable with it now. 
"Everyone helped me, but Flo (Jackson) did the 
most," she said of her backcourt teammate. "She 
talked to me about the point guard position in 
practice and helped motivate me for games." 
Improvement can only come through ex- 
perience, and Budd found the work was tough. 
Her first game experience was against fifth-ranked 
Virginia. Coming off the bench to play 22 minutes, 
Budd committed seven turnovers in a losing effort. 
After that game, however, she has averaged only 
2.2 turnovers a game. Her 66 assists and 36 steals 
are second on the team to Jackson. 
Assists and steals were just what Moorman had 
in mind when she recruited Budd. "Speed and 
quickness are by far her strongest traits," Moor- 
man said. "She plays good defense. She sees the 
floor well and is learning to lead the fast break. 
She gets her points on penetration shots and layups 
on the fast break or a steal." 
Budd accepts her changing role. "I was the 
leading scorer in high school and now I'm averag- 
ing 5.1 points. I am mainly interested in trying to 
get others to score by looking to pass instead of 
shoot. 
Working for the team's sake is always on her 
mind. "I try to talk and psyche the team up while 
playing backcourt defense with Flo. I try to create 
steals and turnovers to lead the break," she said. 
One teammate who has been by her side since 
birth is her twin sister Diane. The twins were born 
last in a family of eight children. "We've been close 
all the way," said Donna. 
Diane explained their relationship. "We decided 
we'd always stay together even through college. 
Since we play the same position we can help each 
other out." 
While Donna wished Diane would play more, 
Diane sees it in a positive light. "By watching her 
from the bench 1 can spot her mistakes and help 
her," she said. 
"We've both set the same goal of winning and to 
go as far as we can," Diane added. 
.  Team wins come first to Donna. "We're so glad 
we are in the Top 20 (ranked 18th in AP), we've 
been working so hard to get there." 
Mostly splitting time with freshman Missy 
Dudley as the team's second guard, Donna has 
seen some action at the point. At this rate of im- 
provement she should have no trouble replacing 
Jackson when the junior point guard graduates. 
"I want to start at point guard eventually. That 
is my position," Budd said. 
Jackson likes what she sees in the freshman. 
"She is doing a great job when she gets in. She is 
learning to run the team and is a big help on our 
fast break," Jackson said. 
Then there is an even bigger compliment from 
Jackson, the co-captain of the U.S. Junior Na- 
tional Team, "BV the time I graduate she should be 
able to run the team." 
'Lackluster' Dukes slip by VCU, 60-53 
By Paul Bergeron 
staff writer 
National recognition and two 
win streaks were on the line with 
three minutes to play at the Con- 
vocation Center Wednesday night. 
JMU's 18th-ranked women's 
basketball team needed strong 
team defense and clutch shooting 
down the stretch by leading scorer 
Betsy Witman to defeat a pesky 
Virginia   Commonwealth   team 
60-53. 
Witman, who finished with 18 
points, scored 1he team's last eight 
points during the final 2:18, giving 
JMU a school record 21 wins. The 
Dukes record now stands at 21-2. 
The Dukes also improved their 
undefeated home record to 11-0 
and current winning streak to 13. 
In a game that featured 15 ties, 
JMU found itself trailing 51-49 
with 3:35 left. A Flo Jackson free 
throw 30 seconds later put JMU in 
front to stay 52-51. 
The Dukes' defense dug in after 
that. Pressuring a team with four 
freshman on the floor much of the 
time, JMU blocked two Ram shots 
and held the visitors to 0-for-5 
field goal shooting in the last 3:30. 
Witman   canned   two  jumpers 
and four free throws as the Dukes 
pulled away. 
However the team's effort for 
the entire game was undesirable, 
according to head coach Shelia 
Moorman. "This was the sorriest 
effort I've seen us put out in two 
years." 
Julie Franken also finished with 
18 points, but 15 came in the first 
half as the Dukes had trouble 
penetrating the second-half zone 
defenses of VCU. 
In a continuation of Saturday 
night's win over Marshall, the 
Dukes shot poorly from the field. 
Against  Marshall JMU hit only 
.379 from the field. Wednesday 
night they could hit just .362 ■ 
"I am disgusted with the effort. 
VCU deserved to win the game," 
Moorman said. "We have to prac- 
tice intensity before our William 
and Mary game." 
Rebounding also might need im- 
provement. The Dukes were 
beaten badly on the boards, 44-36. 
There was some good news 
earlier in the week. JMU moved up 
one spot to 18th place in the 
Associated Press-Philadelphia In- 
quirer poll and moved up three 
places in the USA Today Top 25 to 
number 21. 
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Injury sidelines Banks 
for remainder of season 
By Rob Washburn 
staff writer 
As the JMU men's basketball 
team practiced to prepare for 
tonight's game against Richmond, 
Todd Banks sat quietly on the 
sidelines, his right leg in a cast. After 
four years of dedication and hard 
work, it was the last place he wanted 
to be. 
Appropriately, Banks' injury oc- 
cured while we was doing something 
he does best, battling for a rebound. 
Late in the second half of the Old 
Dominion game Feb. 3, he fell hard 
to the floor and, visibly in pain, 
limped to the sidelines. But five 
minutes later Banks was back play- 
ing, capping off a 21-point scoring 
night. 
The following day Banks went to 
the doctor for x-rays, but the initial 
diagnosis showed only a sprained 
ankle. 
He sat out the game against 
American  last  Thursday,   but   at- 
5taff photo by Steve Eaton 
Todd Banks scored 53 points in 
two games before suffering a leg 
injury that ended his season. 
tempted   to   play   Saturday   night 
against Navy. 
"Coach Thurston asked me how I 
felt, and I said I felt fine," Banks 
said. "I had been icing it, sitting in 
the whirlpool, and taking pain 
killers, and I really thought I could 
Play." 
But Banks' injury turned out to be 
more serious. He played only 10 
minutes against Navy, and returned 
to the doctor Monday for more tests. 
The tests found that Banks had a 
torn muscle in his right leg, forcing 
him into a cast for four weeks and 
keeping him out for the remainder of 
the season. 
"I haven't really sat down and 
thought about that being the last 
game of my career," Banks said. 
"But I think when we leave Thurs- 
day, it will be tough to swallow. 
After seeing a home game and hear- 
ing the crowd, then I'll probably 
realize that was my last game." 
Banks' injury came at a time when 
he was becoming one of the Dukes' 
top scoring threats. Before the 
George Mason game Feb. 1, JMU 
head coach John Thurston put in a 
new motion offense, moving 
freshman Chad Keller to center and 
Banks to power forward. 
The result was back-to-l 
games in which Banks eclipsed his 
previous career high of IS points. 
Against GMU he hit 14 of 19 shots, 
scoring 32 points, and followed that 
with a game-high 21 against ODU. 
"We had really developed a lot of 
confidence in going inside to Todd," 
Thurston said. "We were developing 
somebody who we could go to when 
we needed a basket." 
Banks was averaging 10.2 points 
and 4.1 rebounds per game for JMU 
before the injury. His field goal 
percentage of 61.3 percent currently 
leads the CAA, and over his last 10 
games Banks hit 53 of 77 shots from 
the floor, an average of 68.8 percent. 
Banks came to JMU in 1982 after 
playing on a state championship 
team in high school. With the 
Dukes, he was part of the last JMU 
basketball team to participate in the 
NCAA tournament. 
Banks played in only five games 
during his freshman year, and scored 
just one point. He became a crowd 
favorite because he was usually the 
last person off the bench, and was 
often greeted=with the "embarrass- 
ing" chant of "Todd is God." 
"I got teased for scoring only one 
point in my freshman year," Banks 
said. "Coming in 1 didn't expect to 
play, but I was upset when I didn't 
play. You only get what you expect. 
It gave me incentive to work 
harder." 
Thurston, who was then a JMU 
assistant   to    Lou   Campanelli, 
recruited Banks out of high school. 
"He was a tough, strong inside 




ROCK & ROLL WITH 
AN OLDIES TOUCH 




The JMU women's fencing team 
won its 11th match of the year Mon- 
day as the Dukes posted an 12-4 vic- 
tory over Lynchburg College in Lyn- 
chburg. 
The Dukes improved their overall 
record to 11-4 with the win. The 
eleven wins break the school record 
for most regular season wins. The 
Dukes previous high was nine wins 
in both 1975 and 1983. 
The Dukes also defeated Ran- 
dolph Macon Woman's College 11-5 
Feb. 5. 
Archery 
JMU senior Bob Davis and junior 
Suzy Miller captured the collegiate 
titles Saturday at the Virginia Ar- 
chery Association Championships, 
held in Harrisonburg. 
Davis shot a 554 to win the men's 
division and Miller won the women's 
division with a 545. 
There was no team scoring in the 
meet. 
f 
*■ (continued from page 16) 
player," Thurston said.  "But not 
getting a chance to play, his skills 
deteriorated." 
Banks began playing more over 
the next two seasons. He started two 
games during his sophomore year, 
and seven last season, but Finally got 
the chance to win a starting position" 
under Thurston. / 
"I've always been a big fan of 
his," Thurston said. "I just wish, he 
had had the luxury of playing the 
position (power forward) he was best 
suited for. He was never a center." 
With his increased playing time 
this season, Banks also has taken an 
important  leadership role  for  the 
\ 
<:*%****> «"M**"3 «-M»^» «*%**■» <r%m*s> «"v*^"» <rs»n> <r***?> <r%*+rd tf-M**T> i\ey) fMK* 
Mr. Chips 
Wishes   Everybody   a 
Open 24 Hrs 
Ent. 4 & 5   Gibbons Hall 
Dukes. 
"Now that I'm a senior I try to 
take the role of a team leader," 
Banks said. "I try to keep people's 
heads into the games." 
Thurston said, "He really exerts 
that senior leadership. Todd is a guy 
who never puts his head down." 
Banks admits that this season's 
4-18 record has been hard to take. 
"This is my First losing season 
since I've been playing organized 
basketball," Banks said. "This year 
we had high hopes, and we have a 
really good team, we just haven't put 
it together. It's been a tough season, 
and this injury, that's the way our 




ROLLERSKATING — Skate 
for free Feb. 20 at Skatetown 
USA from 7:30-10 p.m. Skate 
, rental will be available. 
OFFICIALS — An intramural 
officials clinic will be held Feb. 
17 at 5 p.m. in Godwin 205. 
GOLF — The fee for use of 
Lakeview Golf Course is now $2 
with student ID. 
Sf ACTIVITIES 
AEROBICS — Classes are held 
Monday through Friday at 6 
p.m. in Godwin gym. 
Classes also are held Monday, 
Wednesday   and   Friday   at   7 
a.m. in the gym. 
WEIGHTLIFTING    —   The 
weight room in Godwin 218 is 
open at the following times: 
Monday, Wednesday — 3-10:45 
p.m. 
Tuesday, Thursday — 1-10:45 
p.m. „ 
Friday — 3-8:45 p.m. 
Saturday — 11 a.m.-4:45p.m. 
Sunday — 1- 8:45 p.m. 
The weight room in Godwin 141 
is open Monday through Friday 
from 1-3 p.m. 
BASKETBALL — "Hot 
Shots" sign-up deadline is noon 
Sunday in Godwin on the se- 
cond floor bulletin board. Play 
begins the same day. 
VOLLEYBALL — A sign-up 
meeting for men's, women's 
and co-rec volleyball will be 
held Feb. 19 at 5:30 p.m. in 








It looks as though JMU Is finally moving out of the dark ages when it 
comes to the housing and visitation situation on campus. 
Recently, in response to an annual survey by the office of residence 
life, it was announced that the Bluestone dorms Gifford and Wayland 
will be coed beginning next year. Currently, Hoffman is the only dorm 
in the Bluestone area that is coed, and with about 70 percent of the on- 
campus students favoring coed dorms, the additional two is a positive 
move. Hopefully this will result In more dorms going coed within the 
next few years. 
The office of residence life should seriously consider making all of 
the Bluestone dorms coed. With the loft banning going into effect 
next year, bluestone dorms will become increasingly less attractive 
housing options. A coed dorm could be an incentive for students to re- 
main on campus rather than look for a more interesting place away 
from school. 
The Interhall Council also announced it would be changing the 
multiple visitation policies from four to two. Instead of the zero, three, 
five and seven-day visitation options now available, next year there 
will be just a four and a seven-day option in the dorms. We consider 
the visitation policy to be unnecessary for an institution filled with 
adults. Maybe this is at least a move toward getting rid of it 
altogether. 
JMU has shown once again that it is listening to the needs and 
wants of its students, as it did with the December graduation 
ceremony. If student opinion continues to strongly support additional 
coed dorms and relaxed visitation policies, perhaps we can finally get 
away from that feeling that mom and dad are deciding just when we 
can have friends over and not. 
The above editorial was written by editorial editor Brian Rawdon and is the opinion of The 
Breeze's editorial board. The editorial board consists of Rawdon, assistant editorial editor Charles 
Lundy, editor Gwen Fariss and managing editor Cay Fultz. 
Opinions expressed in Viewpoint and Readers' Forum do not necessarily represent those of the 
students, faculty, or administration of JMU. 
World terrorism: a condition of today 
Profound truth: one thing does lead to another. 
If the answer to international terror is to be 
found, it certainly cannot be hurled insults and 
media name-calling by heads of government as is 
usually the case between Reagan and Khadafy. 
Their antagonistic shouts and diplomatic stances 
lead only to misunderstanding and that can fur- 
ther lead to increased global terrorism. 
As a Time magazine reporter noted after the 
"Achille Lauro" affair: "terrorism, horrifying in 
its immediate impact, can also have dangerous side 
effects that are as hard to control as they are to 
foresee." 
Violence calls for understanding and analysis 
rather than ritual condemnation. We need to 
understand the forces that drive people to kill 
children playing peacefully, to disturb Mediterra- 
nean cruises or to bomb crowded supermarkets on 
festive days. But condemnation, whether by the 
dispossessed or the powerful, is worthless if it does 
not encourage understanding that can present 
saner options for solutions. 
Essentially, political violence has to be assessed 
as a strategy, and it>has been elevated to a strategy 
by some people. No doubt it can achieve good ends 
in some extreme cases; if Hitler had been killed in 
the plot against him many people may have been 
saved. 
But as a strategy violence suits those who pro- 
mote exploitation, racism and fascism much better 
than those who employ it seeking liberation. The 
fighters in Northern Ireland have not succeeded in 
achieving transformation of their society. They 
have mostly succeeded in demoralizing the popula- 
tion and inadvertently reducing their commitment 
to a negotiated, democratic outcome. The violence 





International terrorism is the most extreme form 
of political violence. As television shows, such 
violence usually communicates disdain for human 
life. It spreads fear, apathy and conformity no 
whichever force is strongest. 
Some argue that urban terror by groups opposed 
to structured state terror is a powerful strategy for 
destabilizing governments. The randomness of 
such terror campaigns — be it in Lebanon, India 
or South Africa — serves to create a widescale 
sense of social anxiety in which the law-and-order 
authorities are seen as ineffective and are thus 
discredited. 
Even with that strategic intent, movements like 
he Bader-Meinhof Group in Germany and the 
Italian Red Brigade have conducted terror raids 
-that have damaged individuals rather than govern- 
ments   In Uganda, for instance, thousands of in- 
powe" chess        k^' PaW"S™ * dead'y 83me °f 
ti^!!lh CaCh Vi0lent attack the sP'ral of terror con- 
w?,h rpa^°,Venmenls ,hink about or dually react 
with retaliatory might. But mostly, the basic points 
di«nr.«ei!il0n a>e°fter overl°oked as each side 
.m,?n.«the Pol'ncal Perceptions by protraying 
groups or individuals as the enemy. 
to lonv'8 / !?y t0 deal with international terror is 
lXlthe "'Shtmares it generates and the 
rTretenH  h   '$ 8Cne"lted Dy- ,f we look aw*y *"d 
while h„nf ^ no\there' we wi" feel better for a 
while but still pay the price. 
■kin   ,Kg 3S th,e seman,'c games and verbal dances 
vor, violence and more violence 
F°r'" trutn' °"e thing does lead to another. 
Nsimb, Buthelez, is a senior majoring 
munication arts. nujurmg in com- 
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readers'  forum 
Sandinista atrocities justify contra aid 
To the editor: 
Ruth Anne Young's Feb. 10 letter to The Breeze 
denouncing U.S. support for the Nicaraguan con- 
tras was obviously partisan and misleading. Let me 
share some other "little known facts" that Miss 
Young chose to ignore: 
Fact 1: The U.S. provided more economic aid 
than any other country to the Sandinistas until the 
communists consolidated their control. 
Fad 2: In The Washington Post on Feb. 9, 
Roberto Chamorro, editor of the once indepen- 
dent newspaper La Prensa, said that the San- 
dinistas have done away with the free press and 
turned the Nicaraguan media into a propaganda 
machine. 
Fact 3: Although Nicaragua is a predominantly 
Catholic country, the Sandinistas harassed the 
pope on his Nicaraguan tour a few years ago, clos- 
ed the church's Radio Catolica and confiscated its 
newspaper, Iglesia. Separation of church and state 
Startled birds 
raise big stink 
outside library 
To the editor 
I want to address a problem that takes away 
from my overall college experience. When I 
walk across campus, I take great pleasure in 
allowing all my senses to feed on the beauty in 
this small, liberal arts university nestled in the 
foothills of the Appalachian Mountains: the 
sight of the Bluestone at 4 a.m., the sound of a 
cadet's footsteps chasing a bewildered towny, 
the taste of corn chips in the library snack room 
and the smell, it hurts me to say this, the smell 
of birdy ka ka in the tree by the library- 
For one who walks from Burruss to the 
library every day, it can be a regurgitating ex- 
perience. In my naivete, I never thought the 
harmless droppings from small birds could 
carry any smell. They're so tinyl However, 
when multiplied by thousands, as in the pine 
tree by the northeast corner of the library, they 
carry a stench so arresting that oftentimes I am 
forced to hold my breath for the full 45 seconds 
or so that it takes me to round the corner. 
How did it all get there? Well, my theory is 
that a flock or three of robins landed en force 
and stayed there until a sound as loud as a thou- 
sand jackhammers made each and every one of 
the nesting cuties evacuate their bowels 
simultaneously. The result? The withered pine 
speaks for itself. 
I suggest that on the next warm day, the 
maintenance department come out there with 
high-powered hoses and flush away all of the 
offending dooky. In the long run it will improve 
the lasting impression that alumni take with 




is not a part of the Sandinista philosophy. 
Fact 4: The Sandinistas have forcefully 
relocated thousands of Miskito Indians from their 
native lands along the Atlantic coast to areas where 
they can be better controlled. Many of the contras' 
recruits are Miskitos fighting for their freedom and 
dignity. 
The communists, in typical fashion, have na- 
tionalized Nicaraguan farms and most, if not all, 
of the private business firms. This has discouraged 
sorely needed Western capital investment. The 
Cubans send aid in the form of military hardware 
which is small comfort to citizens faced with bare 
shelves at the local food store. The government has 
also forced local communities to organize into 
militias and "neighborhood watch groups" to en- 
sure that their neighbors do not deviate from the 
party line. 
This is the dictatorship the contras are fighting. 
The stated mission of the contra forces is to return 
to Nicaragua the ideals of the revolution, i.e. to 
establish a democracy. Regarding Miss Young's 
remarks about the contras: 
1) The United States will have much more con- 
trol over their tactics if they rely on us for support. 
2) The Boland Amendment can be repealed. 
3) International law is ignored by our adver- 
saries. Witness the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 
the Iranian hostage crisis, etc. I am not suggesting 
we become international bandits, but let's not let 
some U.N. resolution stop us from helping our 
friends in Nicaragua resist communist tyranny. 
No good has ever come from the U.S. abandon- 
ing a struggle against communism. Let's not repeat 
past mistakes in Central America. Supporting the 




Sports page neglects women 
To the editor 
The JMU women's basketball team has been 
ranked 19th in the nation yet the only reference 
to this great accomplishment in the Feb. 6 
Breeze was one sentence on page 14. However, 
the men's team, which is now 4-16, received two 
large articles including two pictures, not to 
mention a crowd scene on the front page. 
Ironically, on the reader's forum page, there 
was a letter entitled "Female athletes earn 
limelight." They have earned it, but they are 
not receiving it. 
Of course, the coverage has improved over 
past years. But it is hard to ignore a nationally 
ranked team. At least the Daily News-Record 
lists the women's top 20. Also, I wish The 
Breeze would print some information about up- 
coming opponents. 
Sue Gler 
user services coordinator 
academic computing center 
Editor's note: The Breeze has a 10 p.m. pro- 
duction deadline on Sunday and Wednesday 
nights for the following days' editions. The 
aforementioned game was not over until 9:40. 
The Breeze sports section produced as much 
copy as possible before going to press. It also is 
Breeze sports policy to run spot features on 
athletes. These features are in no way intended 
to give preferential coverage to a certain team. 
Ridicule, ignorance mar 
pledging of black Greeks 
To the editor 
There are five black Oreek organizations pledg- 
ing students this week. We take pledging just as 
seriously as other Greek organizations, maybe 
more. Every aspect of our pledge process has a 
purpose: walking in lines, dressing alike and 
greeting big brothers and sisters are standard pro- 
cedures among black Greeks across the country. 
Pledges are taught to be as one and these practices 
simply emphasize unity and respect for the 
organization. 
We are fed up with supposedly intelligent JMU 
students making fun of our pledges and a pledge 
process they know nothing about. All too often, 
people choose to ridicule and criticize things they 
do not understand. Misinformation is no excuse 
for ignorance and childish behavior. Just because 
we do not choose to pledge in the same manner as 
other Greeks does not mean our methods are 
amusing or unethical. 
Pledging entails learning the history of.a par- 
ticular Greek organization, service to the com- 
munity and working together. Our pledgees do not 
party or socialize nor are they required to perform 
ridiculous tasks like stealing ducks from Newman 
Lake. Also, we do not haze since hazing is a 
criminal offense. 
Pledging is not a game but an important and 
enriching part of our college experience. As JMU's 
black population increases, so will the black Greek 
population. It is time for JMU to realize that this 
campus will be exposed to more and more "lines." 
Now is the perfect time for students to accept our 
pledge process as a part of JMU's Greek life. Black 
Greeks will continue to pledge in this manner for 
years to come whether anyone finds it acceptable 
or not. 
Robert Jordan 
Omega Pel Phi 
fraternity 
James Melton 
Kappa Alpha Psl 
fraternity 
Alison R. Baker 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sorority 
Bettlna S. Mason 
Delta Sigma Theta 
sorority 





Apollo ■ You have made the last tour 
months the best of my life. I love you (and 
that's forever!) Iris 
Mayhem - You keep me warm like ear 
muppets! Happy Valentines Day! Luv, 
Shayhem. P.S. No more freak outs. 
Big Al • The last few weeks with you have 
been the Best Ever. Happy Valentines 
Dayl Love, Brian. ___„ 
Mop • Happy Valentines Dayl I love you, 
and thank you for being a part of my life. 
Patrick 
To the Brothers 1 Little Sitters of the frat 
above all else - Happy Valentines Day! 
Love, T & C. 
SUMO • Weekends were made for us I 
Here's to absent roommates, American, 
ft trips around the state. I love you 
David.  
Chnoay J - Still scoping! Signed? 
ROM ■ Have a great & special Valentines 
Day. Love, NBN.  
HSff X*!! Uurt9 C""»"W>Q» (Alias Kissing Bandit) f Love, Kat. 





i. Fish - Will you be my Valentine or 
I be belly up In my bowl? I love you. 
i
Tamml, Mary, Wendy - Happy Valentines 
Dayl Love, Mai.  
My Dearest Animal - Thank you for our 2 
1/2 beautiful years together. I love you 
more with each passing day. Love 
always, 8.B. ^^^^ 
To John Love - Happy Valentines Dayl 
From a friend who thinks you're as 
special as your name Implies.  
Shorts Slg Ep Suite . Happy Valentines 
Day to the sweetest suite at JMU. You 
guys are greet I Love ya, Vlckl Q.  
Tri Slg - So glad to be a part of such a 
great sorority. Happy Valentines Day to 
all of you And to my 'Unknown' Big Sis 
Love ya, Vlckl. - 
Happy Valentines Day to aN Slg  Ep 
SKM**. Podges, * little sisters! Love, 
Vlckl Q. 
Happy Valentines Day Ketty Maddox - 
Congrats Phi Mu phi! Happy V-Day "Dee- 
Dee" Love Your Sis Vlckl fj. 
Move • Happy Valentines Day all the way 
from London. I'm thinking about you. 
Love, the "Fridge" with an Ice maker 
Not-Committed" ■ I'm happier than . 
have been for a long time. I was so sad 
without you! Please say that you'll be 
mine. Love you! Missy 
Squirt - Happy Valentines Day. Love ya 
Your Happy Valentine, "G." 
Qreg2 . Happy Valentines Day. Thanks 
for the vote of confidence! Beware - 
cake In March & revenge at night. Love, 
KB, 
As the famous Breeze poets would say • 
Roses are red, Violets are blue, Happy 
Valentines Day to all of JMU! 
Ann - One year already? It's been 
Awesome! I love you alot! Get ready for 
Black Tie. Tee-hee. Ken 
Scott • Happy Valentines Day! With love 
"The Ball." 
Sweet Mary Blue-Eyes - Could this be the 
beginning of a beautiful relationship' 
Stay tuned. Love and Mushrooms, Squir- 
■Via 
Jean • You got a personal! 4 months and 
still going strong. Happy Anniversary. I 
love you. John (Phew!)  
Sleeping Beauty • You and I took a 
special chance and found a special love 
ILY, The Man of Your Dreams. 
Elizabeth • Hoping you have a wonderful 
Valentines Day. TLY Scott 
Trace • Happy Valentines Day, buddy1 
Love, Mark. ' 
PSC - I love you more than I can sav11 
SAR '" 
Mrs. Robinson • Thanks for an 
unbelievable four months. Love, Ben. 
Gloria B. - You're a sexy and stylish 
aeroblclser. Keep up the good work 
From the Guy In the Front How 
Malta • I got you love, You need to look no 
further, After my love, You'll never need 
another. Lunch Partner 
Theresa • Happy Valentines Day to the 
most beautiful ad designer we've ever 
seen ■- especially when you wear your 
dress that looks like curtains (Scarlet!). 
By the way - watch out for old ladies who 
hit bikers. Mike & Curt  
853 Girls • Thanks for making my year 
lots of fun. Can't wait for our party. I 
hope to remember this one? Happy 
Valentines Day! Amy 
Laurie • Happy Valentines Day. Thanks 
for being there when I need you. Will the 
Kissing Bandit be at the party? Hope not 
Ha Haj Love, Amy.  
Paul - Happy Valentines Day! Thanks for 
talking to me Sunday. I understand. You 
are a very special person. Lots of love, 
Amy. 
Benjamin Braddock • Thanks for the four 
best months ever. Happy Valentines Day 
I still love you. Mrs. Robinson 
Terry ■ I want you 'til the end of time 
Love, Missy. 
Paige • I Knew at Massanutten you would 
be my lifetime sweetheart. Love vou. Me. 
uEBL Yal,n,lnM D«y Bud's (and friends)! Love, Leslie. 
1117C -Watch out! Cupid's out to get you 
today. Me 
Cathy I Terri - Be my Valentines? True 
here are many candidates for the posi- 
L™nM     Kbu! °reat room™tes like you 
fun    130        °" my "8t- Thanks ,or'he 
Jonelle - Suddenly my special place, 
Turned to an empty space, It wasn't 
warm again, Without my best friend 
Mark Harmon  
Ma. McWIIIlams • Don't stop whatever 
you re doing, 'Cause you are looking, 
Prettier with each and every day. Your 
Laughed At My Hair. 
Maria • Thanks for your assistance and 
constant cheerfulness. Happy Valen 
tlnes Day. Love, Mark.  
Hey Snuggtabunnyl You're awesome - I 
love youl You, Mr. Bubble, and Cham- 
pag-na are the most awesome things In 
the world. Get psyched for this weekend 
-1 promise to make It more fun than last 
yearll Love, Your Snugglebunny. 
Bryan S. - Thanks for the advice. Happy 
Valentines Dayl Laura  
Thumper • Happy Valentines Dayl! My 
heart la yours. Love, Grunt. 
Charlie • Happy Valentines Day to the 
beat friend and fiance over. I've never 
bean happier! I can't wait until we're 
together forever! I love you. Susie 
JM - Wanna be mine? Roanhl Love you! 
8.T. - Happy Valentines Day! Thanks for 
the past five months - they've been the 
beat! I love you. L.C. 
5h!rt•,. " You'rB ■ Qra*t F">nd! Happy 
Valentines Dayl Love, Laverne. 
Dale - Happy Valentines Day. I'm RED hot 
for you.  
Oeof Q. . Have you redeemed your 
coupons yet? Don't forget - time Is runn- 
ing out. The SSD may be forced to collect 
at the and of the week. Happy Valentines 
Pay.  
Sntigptabunny . wish we could be 
together on this special day. You 
L.P.H. - Just reminding you of that 
special day, even though I may be off ski- 
ing^ somewhere. Happy Valentines Day! 
Kar"""*"My Valen,lnel'loveyou! Love, 
21!?' ttfc £"*•* Rlck- 55S Troy - Happy valentines Day - We love you all- - 
Love, Angel, Cheryl, Dana, Tracey & v 
nS^H '. H'PPy Valen,ln«» Day! You're 
wLSW roommate ft an even bette? 
WtntH Congratulation, on your inTem' 
Sugarllps - You are my only love - todev 
tomorrow, ft always. WpyValenffii 
•"»* • You'r# mv rwartthrob! 3 years 2 
Jenny • I love youl Richard" 
rrT^Ll0^H""* ,ne "«* to ma and you make each moment brighter. Think vou 
for being there. Love, The Wlf, PS Jen 
na go to the atoning Friday? "' 
D.8.. Have a Heart; Be Mine! Love.^fan". 
PN Mu - Happy 14th from London. Love, 
Dryland Stephanie. 
The thom m mu - Happy Valentines 
Day. Love from London. 
Pam • Richmond for donuts, Manassas 
for tea What's next? Whatever it is I 
can't wait. Happy Valentines Day! Love 
Chris 
■—        world. I love you. 
Moneier-Men - Happy Valentines Dayl 
Thanks for the best year and 1/2 of my 
life. Here's to many more! Be mine and 
I'll love you forever! Marvin's ft Walfy's 
Mom 
Happy Vatanttnee Day to a Blue-Eyed 
Blonde-Haired Boy with a great smile. I 
love you very much. Paul! Mary Jo 
Mark Long - Will you pose for ."plc^re 
r^'itSSiJSBSssia? 
Ing. I love you. Yours always. Dae^T 
To My Favorite Qtfford Guy, . AndT 
■"•"*       Theta CM - Happy Va.entir^^.^ 
You are an excellent roommateTwi i 
wouwnl trade you for^T.' c'oae 
«P«ce  In  America!   Happy Valentine. 
Day! Love. Shar. ""•mines 
J^-'onry nave ey..for youl Luv y.; 
Todd "Tunes" - Happy Valentines Day1 
Godlva's for me? Luv - Rl. 
Dawn - Here it is! Your second Personal' 
Happy Valentines Day roomie! Kriste 
Kathy • Thanks for everything you share 
with me and let me share with you. Hap 
py Valentines Day. Love, Mark. 
1329-C Madison Square • You all are 
Qreat roommates. Have a great V-day1 
Kriste (P.S. Nlkla and Beth -- Pamela said 
"High") • 
Sampling Frampllng - Happy Valentines 
Day! You're the greatest. Keep your chin 
up - things will be better tomorrow. 
Please get my shot put! 
Chendler 226 - Happy Valentines Day and 
thanks for putting up with me so much. 
Love, Mark. 
Hey Laura my chem baby • Excite my 
electrons and be my Valentine. Love, 
Steve. 
Big Brother Kuy Kendall - I'll play foot 
sies with you anytime! You're the best 
thing that's happened to us! Happy 
Valentines Day!! Love, Mushroom •■ 
Onion's roomie. 
Hey Baby baby baby • We're going to 
make it •- good times always. Happy 
Valentines Day! 143. Signed, Your B'ass 
B-wench. 
Tim - Happy Valentines Day! "Hugs and 
Kisses," Amy.  
Melissa • You are the greatest treasure 
God could give me. ILY. Andy  
Hey Jude ■ It's great to have you for a 
roomie again! I hope you have a great 
Valentines Day - Mouth. 
N«ncy, KeMy, Chris • Happy Valentines 
pay, you crazy gingerbread women 
Love, Mark. 
Alll and Sheila • Happy V-Day! You two 
are great big sisters. Kriste  
To the Guys In 4E • Thanks for giving me 
a second home. I love you alll F. Bunny 
C203 -1 love y'all. You're wonderful. Hap- 
py Valentines Dayl Kelly  
WMeM . Thanks for teaching me to ski 
and for being such a good friend. Love, 
MM, 
f*" • Roses are red, Violets are blue, 
Happy Valentines Day and 9 months too! 
Lure you - Beanan.  
Chrla, Kenny, ft Bruce • Thanks for being 
auch great friends!! Happy Valentines 
Day! Lov^ Vlvlenne. (Good luck this 
weekend, Chris)  
IiXff " Tn*nl» for making this Valan- 
'"•8 P*Y *> apaclal. Have a happy onel 
Love you lots. P. P.S. Let me know next 
tjme your clothea need Ironing. 
pjj**,^*,9n • I love you more than food. 
w!SPy,m'?nl,n~ °1> •"* «rttal C*"'1 
mnrh SP/lnfl   *•"*'   YoU   *»•"   "O much to me! I love you, Dawn 
£*.?°? " De,P't« your accent, I still love y°u- Amy 
2?f.!!!U " H*y* ■ 8r#w Valentlnaa Day!! Saturday night la ooino to he greet I Jim 
Kurt. HUO. and ■"••nl I rrra Jane. 
£^F2?rtt,a*u«^H <*«*•• Sorry I 
W you down! I'll try harder next time! 
TyX^nvrvSd,D*y, Your mmmm 
Love^Th. Man0"' W"d#*t dfMm8 " 14'3 
iHa'iOL ^T.011 • y«« now and still go- ^atrongl rm 8l- nav- , ^ 
WSS you _ j.1Q atw,y>| UM  
Mteh!l«!i1r?i,w " ■• my Valentlnel Love, 
Ha^VL**!? (AllM Bl« E - HaHa - Have a great dev my t,^,. 
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Dunbar • Happy Valentines Day and 
what-not . . Will you accept a harlot as 
your Valentine? Love, Your Saturday 
Bed-Time Storyteller.    
Hey Medford Boy - Hang in there - I'll 
help - don't leave. 
To My Beet Buddy - You mean more to me 
than words could ever say . . Happy 
Valentines Day! Love, Me. 
To My One a Only Love - Thanks for shar- 
ing the last 10 years with me. Here's to 
our past, present, and future together. I 
will love you always - Your Bumpkin. 
To the tall, handsome blue-eyed dancer 
with a car • Happy Birthday and Happy 
Valentines Day to my one and only (for- 
mal datel). "Rand R" this weekend? I 
love you I Always, TAZ.  
Sausage Toea - As long as I can dream, 
As long as I can think, As long as I have a 
memory, I will love you. You mean 
everything to me. I don't ever want to 
lose you. Forever Your Smurfy Guy, Joe. 
ij 
MaryLIz • . one must help the weak, 
remembering the words of Lord Jesus, 
how he said, 'It Is more blessed to give 
than to receive.' " I love you, D.  
Laura H. - in the last few weeks, I have 
realized what a special woman you are. I 
hope our relationship can continue and 
hopefully grow. Love, Joe.  
P.C. • What can I tell you about a year 
that has been truly fabulous? We "mar- 
ched" right Into a perfect beginning and 
have filled the time with laughter, 
seriousness, maturity, travel, honesty, 
trust, and slncerety. (Not to mention 
d.j.'s, drummers, Players, and very late 
nights to go along with these). Hand in 
hand with all of this has been love. I love 
you very much for all that we have had so 
far and for everything we will have In the 
future. "You're the best thing that's ever 
happened to met" Happy Valentines 
Day I Forever, D.L.  
Kelly • Thanks for being such a good 
friend and for always being there when I 
needed you I You're really special and 
you mean alot to me! Happy Valentines 
Day I JKH  
Scrappy • Here's your personal I Thanks 
for listening and being a good friend! 
Happy Valentines Day. Love, "Special 
K. 
S.F. • Happy Valentines Day. I love you, 
Pooky. 
Knight - It's so Intense. Wlldflower 
To that sexy hunk of muscle and brawn 
In Ikenberry B104 - You are the greatest. 
Happy Valentines Day. Peaches  
Brian - Happy Valentines Day, H-bear! 
Submissive Sara  
Mr. Nice Guy - Happy Valentines Day 
from Opus, Moose, Sassquatch, and me! 
I love you! Monster  
Robin - Happy Valentines Dayl Any rings 
in this holiday for you? Miss You! Love, 
Kathy.  
Robert Paul - I'm thinking of you 
especially on this Valentines Day. May 
your heart be full of warmth. Love, Dana. 
Glo, Sopa, Bry, J. - Thanks for being such 
F-U-N roommates, and for making me 
smile every day. Happy Valentines Day! 
Dana  
Fryglris • Let's not allow the separation 
next year harm our closeness. Happy 
Valentines Day Dudes! Love, Flyglrl 
Number 1.  
Luther • Really enjoyed our 5 hour conver- 
sation and the snowball fight. Looking 
forward to this *veekendl Happy Valen- 
tlnes Dayl Love, Lump.  
Monzl - Already you're Irreplacable. Have 
a Happy Valentines Day. Kelly  
Pickle Queen t, Happy Valentines Day, 
you artistic genius. You've painted a lot 
of haoplness Into my life. Have a fun 
weekend. Love, the Butter Hog. 
Submissive and Sex Kitten wish Steam- 
ing Stu and the Chandler men a Happy 
Valentines Day!  
Tummy ■ Thanks for being my lovebug! 
Please be my Valentine tool I love you! 
The One Who Coughs For You 
Mark, Tim, John, Pat, Alan, * Greg - 
You're the best thing that ever happened 
to me -1 love you! Jonelle  
Heather Lomp • Roses are red, candy is 
sweet, You're the one I have to meet, You 
don't know me, but I know you, Being 
without you, will make me so blue! Your 
Secret Admirer  
Steve ■ Happy 2nd Valentines Day 
together. May they never end! I love you, 
Duckle.  
The S.E.A. wishes all teachers, present 
and future, a happy Valentines Day! 
Cujo • Thanks for being you. Happy 
Valentines Day. Love, Scooter. 
Kurt • Thanks for making me warm and 
sweaty (by taking me to Florida, I mean). 
Happy Valentines Day! I'd buy you a 
dozen roses if I had the money. I love 
you! _^_  
Happy Valentines Day Kappa Kappa Psll 
Love, Tau Beta Sigma. 
Mike - This Valentines Day will be my 
happiest ever! I'm so glad you're mine -1 
love you, baby! P.S. Absolutely no red- 
haired dudes allowed! Chris 
Hot Monkey Lovers - Hope you have a 
PURRRfect Valentines Dayl  
Usa j Tom - Happy Valentines Day! AB 
Wendy Gray • Go for It PRIMA! Don't 
worry you'll be great. OO baby you know 
what we like!  
LXA • There's a guy we know who puts 
the apples In our eyes and steals our 
hearts. Who Is he? Every LXA Brother! 
Happy Valentines! Love, LXA Little 
Sisters.  
Amy, Leslie, a Tina • Thanks for making 
this year so much fun! Ya'll are the 
greatest! I love ya, Chris.  
Carla, Jann, t Diane - Happy Valentines 
Day Slgma-lovea! Angela  
Brian -1 can't say it enough, babe -1 love 
you! Sara  
Karl Slavedriver • Who'd Imagine this 
slave would be so lucky?  
Laura Brannlgan (AMS) - You are terrific! 
Thanks for being an awesome roomie! I 
Friday - Beward! Happy Valentines 
Dayl! Love, KB.  
Hey LTC-JC • I love you! Don't smoke! 
Danielle  
Jennifer • Thank ya for being such a 
special friend, you mean so very much to 
me! I love you - Happy Boy.  
No. 1 Buffet Fan - We've had some rough 
times, things can only get better(that's 
what friends are for). It's great getting to 
know you, you're a special person. Love, 
Your Brown-Eyed Girl (B.K.)  
VALERIE • No (lowers can compare to the 
blossom of our love!!  
Bets ■ Happy Valentines Day Curie. 
Thanks for all the fun. Luv ya, Shorty S.C. 
How about some toasted, unfrosted, 
blueberry pop-tarts with butter? I really 
like the way things are going. Happy 
Valentines Day "Honey." Love Your "Lit- 
tie Buttercup."  
Dearest Poo - The time I've spent with 
you has been the best time of my life. I 
will always love you very much. Happy 
Valentines Day. Love, Dave - (11). 
Darla of Huff C204 - You are the best 
thing that has ever happened to me, and 
you shall be my one desire forever. Will 
^__yjjy_be my valentine, for I love you so 
very, very much. Mr. 18'hrs.  
Sweetie - Thought you might like a Happy 
Valentine, non-hatefully. See ya tonight! 
Love, Your Cutle. __  
Paige • Yes, you Paige, here Is a Valen- 
tines personal to our favorite secretary. 
Thanks for organizing my desk and files. 
Good work. Please wash and wax the car 
tomorrow, and vacuum the house when 
you are done. Also have the Journal and 
two doughnuts on my desk in the morn- 
ing. The Boss  
MJS - Too bad about the bandana, but 
I'm sure you'll have fun In the elevator. 
This day is for "tying the knot" and unty- 
ing others. YOu're someone very special. 
Happy V-Day. Love, Your Plausible 
Friend. 
LXA Brothers - I love you guys!! Happy 
Valentines Day! Kim  
Silly Thing • May 4 months become 4 
ever. Happy Valentines Dayl With love, 
Crystal.         
Pam Cummlng ■ You are the most 
beautiful woman on campus maybe in 
the world. Your grace and charm; incom- 
parable. You are the object of my hopes 
and dreams. Thank your parents for 
creating the 7th wonder of the world. 
Secret Admirer In 361.  
My FIT Man - "Voulez-vous coucher avec 
mol?" If the answer is "oul," I'll meet you 
at 12:30 on March 7. Hope you're there. 
Your Virginia Valentine misses you. 
My Jobella - Can't wait to see you on 
V-Day! You'll always be my cuddly teddy 
bear. This is the first time; maybe more In 
the future? J'al toujours Faim'et aime de 
tol! Luv your Sweet Knees. "_ 
Chameleon Eyes - I'm looking forward to 
the dance - so's my teddy. Until then - 
Valentines. Wood-wood-wood-wood .. 
Kevin - Wow, It's Valentines Day! I'll love 
you always. Wlcol  
G.B.W. - When are we going to watch 
G.H. again? Maybe we'll get to go skiing 
yet although D.T. and I had fun that Fri- 
day night. Two years Is a long time . . 
Isn't It?! Happy V-Day! Love, J.F. 
To Chap A204 • The sweetest sultemates 
of ever. Love, Danlellephant. 
Lori - Thanks for all the good times I've 
had being roommates and friends with 
you. Happy Valentines Day! Jackl 
K.A.M. • Today, Tomorrow, Always - My 
heart belongs to you. Love, Greg.  
•G- Happy Valentines Day and happy 4 
months! They've been the best! Here's to 
many more! Love, -J-. 
Jose Quervo - Happy Valentines Day! 
Too bad about the purple L.B., huh? 
Want any tequila? Let's Duck around, 
ok?! Love, Me.  
Pepe LaPue - Only 4 months until the 
dream we began one year ago becomes 
reality! Thank you for all the joy & 
laughter you've brought into my life! 
You're a very special person and I love 
you very much! Happy Valentines Day! 
Jackl  
Craigmo • I still need your love and sup- 
port even thought we're not exactly 
together anymore. I miss you. Happy 
Valentines Day! Love, Jen-Jen-nl-fer. 
Thorn Banka - Everything you could wish 
for (and more) on Valentines Day is ex- 
pectlng a house call. 670 S.M.    
TAZ • Happy Valentines Day, I love you! 
381-281, PMWRI.  
C.H., C.P. - Roses are red, Violets are 
blue, It sure Is fun, Having friends like 
you! E.B. 
The Missing Link I We hope you have a 
great Valentines Day. Try to stay out of 
trouble for 1 Day. Love, Missy & Vlckl. 
Mr. Ribs • Thanks for helping to make this 
the best year ever. I enjoy every moment 
I'm with you. Here's to a lifetime of happy 
moments. Three years Isn't so long. This 
Is our first Valentines. I hope there'll be 
lots more in the future. Happy Valentines 
Day! I love you always and forever. Green 
Eyes   ^       
Palgey-Poo A Brunsy-Wunsy • We love 
"Yous Guys!" Your Valentines, Chip & 
Mike.  
Spot - I'm thinking about ya. Happy 
V-Day. From Spot.  
Hey Ratt - Look out - I'm watching you) 
Happy Valentines Day!  
Donna • Be mine or else I'll pay for 
everything until you are. Heh, heh, heh. 
Steve . 
CCMLG • Thanks for understanding and 
being a special part of my life. I love you. 
Happy V-D. A 4 F, Chaz!  
B2 • Looking forward to a memorable 
Valentines Day (minus the twist)! 
Hopefully, It will be the first of many. 
What DM I Do To Deserve You? Thank 
you for the card. Next time we meet, I'll 
have tears In my eyes. I hope you believe 
I'm hurting too. Do I love you? Maybe 
that's what scared me away.  
Spud - Not tonight, we both have 
headaches. Before you know It, we'll be 
making commercials again. Happy 
V-Day! Love, Smudge.  
Ken • From "My-Tle" to our special "Wine 
& Cheese," it's been a fantastic year. 
We've many more to come! I love you 
very much. Happy V-Day! Love always, 
Ann. 
Mom • So glad you're feeling better & 
you're home! Happy Valentines Dayl I 
love you! Missy  
Chris R. • Happy Valentines Day!! ??? 
Beck, Jenn, a Steph • You all are 
"sweeties" for roommates, have a great 
Valentinea Day & get psyched for Key 
West!  
Sparky -1 love you more than ever - Hap- 
py Valentines Dayl  
Oh Dave! They're not guessing anymore. 
So do I get your wok now or later? I love 
you. Karen  
Suz • Happy V.D.! You're the greatest. 
Make a roadtrlp soon. Miss YouT Cass 
Sigma Kappa wishes all JMU students a 
Happy Valentines Dayl 
Big Blue Marble Eyes • The rugby field, 
Blues Alley, chopsticks, MPR, Pizza Hut, 
a hospital room, Busch Gardens. Let's 
make some more memories. Happy 
Valentines Day! I love you . . Little Skin- 
ny  
Stove S. - Sorry about the late night visit 
last weekend, although it was enjoyable. 
Happy Valentines Day! Mary M. 
Carole • Happy Heart Day! Purdue's got 
nothing on JMU - but you're still alright. 
Keep smiling! Kathy ' 
GL • Happy Valentines Day. Thanks for 
the best 25 months and adding so much 
to my life. YTB. ILY. Shmo  
Maeter Schultz - You say when, where, 
and how - I'm ready and willing! Your 
Slave, Sara. 
SK's • Get psyched for our Valentines 
cocktail party! 
Meg ■ Happy V-Day! How's the cactus 
man? I Miss You. Love, Kath.  
Rick A. (Chimp) • Have a Happy Valen- 
tines Day and remember that I still love 
you. Laura  
Valentines continued p. 23. 
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Help Wanted 
Government    Jobs    •    $16,040 
S59,230/year.    Now    hiring.    Call 
805-687-6000, xR5526 for current federal 
list. (Fee required).  
Overseas jobs. Summer, year round. 
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $900-2000/month. Sightseeing. 
Free Info. Write IJC, PO Box 52-VA-4, Cor- 
ona Del Mar, CA 92625.  
Distributors needed for sterling sliver 
and semiprecious stone earrings. Fun 
and profitable. Write Mike, PO Box 
3072-N, Charlottesvllle. VA 22903. 
Male Models Needed for clothing adver- 
tising. No experience necessary. S5/hr., 
part-time work. Ads to be used for local 
retail store. If Interested, send photo 
and/or physical description to Model, PO 
Box 1009, Harrlsonburg, VA 22801. 
Athletic Instructor (part-time). Must have 
some knowledge of soccer and the abili- 
ty to work with youth. Afternoon and 
evening hours (10-20 hrs./week). Apply to 
Harrlsonburg Dept. of Parks and Recrea- 
tion. 305 S. Dogwood Drive.  
Two overnight 8 week campe In New 
York's Andlrondack Mountains have 
openings for tennis, waterfront (WSI, 
ALS, sailing, skiing, small crafts), all 
team sports, gymnastics, arts/crafts, 
pioneering, music, photography, drama, 
dance, and nurses (must enjoy children). 
Write: Professor Robert S. Gersten, Brant 
Lake Camp, 84 Leamington Street, Lido 
Beach, NY 11561. 
Wanted 
Will Pay Cash for Baseball & Football 
Cards. Call 433-8811.  
Wanted: 2 people to share apartment in 
Ocean City, MD, this summer. Two 
minutes from beach. Contact Barrie, 
434-3235.  
Wanted: College Algebra tutor asap. 
Please call 433-8164.  
Wanted: Male roommate needed to share 
an apartment at JM Apartments. Very 
close to campus. Call Sam at 434-5143 
for more Information. Urgent!!  
Synthesizer Plsyer needed for rock band. 
x7335. 
Services 
Horizon Sure Tan is a Professional Tann- 
ing Salon. Best systems available and 
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St. 
434-1812.  
Free Karate Lesson - No obligation 
(Special Student Rates). Open Monday 
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman 
Karate Inst., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor. 
434-8824. We train Champions.  
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free 
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003. 
Video Cameraman for Hire. VHS format. 
Reasonable rates. Jim, 433-5771.  
Typing Service • 22 years experience. 
$1.25/page  Mrs. Price, 879-9935.  
Typing a Word Processing - Free 
delivery, overnight service, & competitive 
rates. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after 5. 
Professional    Typing 
433-8015 after 1. 
•   Call   Kathy, 
Racket Stringing done on campus. 
Racketball, tennis. Call Brian, x5968. 
Word Processing - Papers, Resumes, etc. 
. . Rough copy included. Gifford Hall, 
x4247. 
For Rent 
Furnished Apartment - one room 
available for girl (furnished). Rent plus 
utilities from Jan. to May 1 or Jan. to 
Aug. 1, 1986. Contact Laura, (703) 
777-5686, or Pam, 434-7515.  
Share a House! Immediate availability, 
owner-occupied, 1 or 2 bedrooms, close 
to campus. Rent negotiable. 433-5461. 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
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Lost and Found 
Lost: Black felt hat. Please call In even- 
Ing. Reward offered. x7320. ^__ 
Lost: Black & white plaid scarf at party 
on Cantrell Saturday night. Please con- 
tact Sharon, 433-3232.  
If you attended the Mardl Gras party last 
weekend at JM Apt's and happened to 
borrow my camera, please return it and 
the film. It has sentimental value. Claire, 
Box 1013. No questions asked.  
Lost: Keys on safety pin. Please contact 
Jane, x7280.  
Found: Keys - about 5 or 6 on ring. Con- 
taet Jane, x7280.  
For Sale 
Live on Campus (Spring) ■ Male Housing 
Contract for sale. Brian, x4147  
Wanted: responsible party to take over 
low monthly payments on spinet piano. 
Can be seen locally. Call Mr. White, 
1 800-544-1574, x608.  
We Buy Used Records! Town & Campus 
Records I 22 W. Water Street! 433-5550! 
1975 Datsun 280Z • Excellent condition. 
Serious inquiries only! 433-3734.  
Young Travellers Newsletterl Includes: 
800 no.,.travel partner service, features 
on exotic Overseas budget travel, work, 
study! Send check ($12/year) to: Y.T.N., 
PO Box 3887, New Haven, CT 06525. 
Town a Campua Records! LP's, 45s, 
tapes, special order CD's! 22 W. Water 
Street! 433-5550! 
Yamaha A700 100 watt amp, Infinity R8 
speakers, Technics linear tracking turn- 
table. All new, under warranty. Call 
433-0373 after 6. $650 or best offer. 
1976 Volvo 242, 4-speed, AC, Am/FM 
stereo cassette. Excellent condition. 
One-owner. S2500. 433-8047 after 6 pm. 
Rock, New Wave, Oldies, Reggae, Blues, 
Folk, Jazzl Town & Campus Records! 22 
W. Water Street! 433-5550!  
Town a Campus Records! New, used, & 
collectible! 22 W. Water Street! 433-5550! 
Personals 
Classified Deadlines for The Breeze: For 
Monday issue, the deadline Is Friday by 
noon. For Thursday Issue, the deadline Is 
Tuesday by noon. 
We Buy Used Records! Tgwn & Campus 
Records! 22 W. Water Street! 433-5550! 
Tot • I'm finally sending you a personal 
It's been lots of fun. Sorry I have to leave 
but It's best for both of us. AFA, Marv 
Elizabeth (Ha!) 
Consultation and training on a nutrition 
and fitness plan tailored specifically for 
you. $5-14/sesslon. Call Julie, 434-2723. 
Help Make WJMR a Reality. Come to the 
WJMR Student Committee meeting at 
5:30 tonight In Room C of the WCC. 
1st Floor Shorts • Had a blast at happy 
hour Friday! Let's do It again sometime' 
From your 3rd Floor Girls. 
Town a Campus Records! LP's, 45s 







EGAD It's a vex; watch out girls! 
Kevin • Call? I'd like to but It's not easy! 
Wanna call me? If so, 433-0576. If not, 
suggestion 2? Molly O'H  
The WJMR Student Committee will meet 
tonight at 5:30 In Room C of the WCC. All 
Interested people please come.  
Rock, New Wave, Oldies, Reggae, Blues, 
Folk, Jazzl Town a Campus Records! 22 
W. Water Street! 433-5650!  
To all the guys who helped make Eagle 
history In Long Island, Thanks! See'ya In 
Hawaii! 3rd Floor  
Dave Crew Rethink Quant and come back 
next semester. ^^ 
Psychedelic Weekend at the Den, Animal 
Logic Friday. ^^ 
Su* Boya - Congratulations on making 
the King's Dominion show. Love, ZETA 
Lynn Harvey • Congratulations on your 
affiliation with the GK chapter of ZTA. 
Love, Your Sisters. 
Come to the reel 
Mystic Den. 
'Electric Zoo" - the 
Shelley • Congratulations on the National 
Piano Guild Scholarship! Love, AGP. 
We Buy Used Records! Town & Campus 
Records! 22 W. Water Street! 433-5550! 
To War-n-Peace a the Brit - Thanks for 
the wonderful tour of Harrlsonburg   - 
next time we expect some serious cow, 
tipping! The Jewels of JMU  
Debbie, Kathle, Bam, Leslie • Have you 
guys seen Mike lately?  
       The "New" Third Wave Is coming Feb. 28. 
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Hey Cut* Qlrl ■ Some boy loves you. 
Thanx SPE Saturday ruled the Row! Kap- 
pa Sigma  
Hey Blue Eyes • We're still watching but 
where were you Monday?  
Where's the head ft shoulders? On Mel's 
feet I Well, Get It Off I  
The news from London la that Ashby 
Rules .. Get Off 11  
BettyAnn - For your sake, grey pigeons 
were chased. Blonde Lisa  
Qay Street ■ London has a party every 
Thursday night. Paul 
Charlie Tucker 
us. Love, Paul. 
"London" It should be 
Megan Vanner - Only one ocean away 
and letting It flow.  
Grace * PI ■ I lovel London Queenle 
A heart-shaped tear/From silent 
rose/float on foreign waves/A memory of 
His love/and childlike yesterdays. SS 
Town A Campus Records) New, used & 
collectibles! 22 W. Water Street! 
433-5550!  
Tracy - Happy 19th birthday! Get psych- 
ed for tonight. We love ya! Kerry, 
Michelle, Karen, Brenda & Laurie  
F.I. McQhee - Another x-cellent journey to 
Swa Valley? Snowd N  
Kim • Please don't leave. I really care. A 
Slg PI Friend  
Kevin Nowell • You are being scoped! 
Watch for clues! _^_ 
Beta Alpha Pal Raffle - $25 of your 
favorite beverage - only $.25 a ticket. Win- 
ner to be drawn on Monday.  
J.J. • Sorry about the bath - Friday night 
will be fun without It! Love, P.  
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma con- 
gratulate their new pledges.  
Friday Night at the Den • Animal Logic & 
nothing else. 
Rock, New Wave, Oldies, Reggae, Blues, 
Folk, Jazzl Town & Campus Records! 22 
W. Water Street! 433-5550!  
Show You Care enough to send the very 
best. Balloon Bouquets with message 
delivered Valentines Day. Only $2 for 3 
and specialty orders. See AXP little 
sisters or call x4973.  
Gigolos, musical ones at that! Ladles, 
why sit at home alone when John & Brad 
can caress your tuners & stroke your 
G-string! See Screem at the Den, Tues- 
day 18.  
Boer a Screem - Who could want more 
from life? Screem the Dew, Tuesday 18. 
John Miller, Jenny Hoeft A Brad Hender- 
son • Screaming Rock & Funk at the Den, 
Tuesday 18.  
Live Sexl Or the closest thing you'll get 
to It around here. Screem, The Den, Tues- 
day 18. ,  
Dudes a Dudettes - The weekend will not 
end.   Party Tuesday at the Den with 
Screem.  
Town a Campus Records! _f-P'». 45'a, 
tapes, special order CD's! 22 W. Water 
Street! 433-55501  
Mike, Tim, Jay • Congratulations and 
good luck as UPB Chairmen! I know 
you'll   do   great   jobs.   Thanx   for 
everything!! Joyce  
Bring your elam to the Den; Valentines 
Day I  
What would Valentines Day be without 
Kappa Sigma Little Sisters?     
To Mark from Richmond with the.Dark 
Blue Ford • Shame on you, what would 
your grandmother think? Mine says I 
should slap your facet ,— 
JamSon investment Club • There will be a 
meeting tonight In Room A of the *.v_ 
Contesting Rooms In the library at 7 
sharp. "  
Lonely Heart - Let me change your mind 
about us. We're not all bad!! Mr. X (RSVP) 
AXP Little Sisters • We're ready to party 
Friday Nlghtl Toga. Togal! AXP Brothers 
Try Your Luck In Atlantic City for just 
$35! Bus leaves JMU at 1 am Saturday, 
Feb. 14, and returns to JMU Sunday at 4 
am. Trip Includes $10 In quarters & 
roundtrlp transportation. Be there! 
Congratulations to all the new Sigma PI 
pledges - Kevin, Mike, Terrence, Robert, 
Bob, Lee, Jeff, Matt, Tom, Darryl & Brian. 
The Little Sisters  
Attention Sigma Baby Violets • Know 
who your Big Sis la yet??  
Faculty Talent Night Is free tonight; 9-11, 
PC Ballroom.  
Linda from Gladys. REANGHI Want to 
buy some options? Let's go rabbit hun- 
ting with J.M. & Duck; Get ready for Ft. 
Lauderdale - 22 days! Love you, JM. 
Happy Birthday Becky I We love ya! Trl- 
Slg  
Hey Skjmasl Remember: Hustle Is the 
word!  
Need Spring Break funda? Do Atlantic Ci- 
tyj_  
Tom Wallace • Swimming In the winter? 
You Crazy Nut!! 
Free Karate Lesson 
Halterman Karate 
434-8824. 
-   No obligation. 
Institute.   Call 
Flights of Fancy "Balloons by the 
Bunch." Best selection, service & price. 
Call us for your Valentines Day delivery. 
434-3351.  
Mr. Clarity - Oh, go on and . . sucownit. 
The Bicho Babes 
JMU Women - Learn how to lone & 
Shape Muscles using universal weight 
machines in Logan Fitness Center. 
Receive professional instruction on 
Thursday, Feb. 13, 7-8 pm in Logan 
Fitness Center.  
Town a Campus Records! New, used, & 
collectibles! 22 W. Water Street! 
433-5550!  
Congratulations Ann, Maria a Kelly on 
your 4.0'8! Trl-Slg Is very proud of you! 
Laura - Happy 19th. Will have belated 
celebration for you In my room anytime 
you desire. Let me know. Love, Joe. 
Support Starving Artists • See Animal 
Logic. __^_ 
How talented Is JMU's Faculty? Find out 
tonight at Club Thursday. Faculty Talent 
Night. Free In the PC Ballroom, 9-11. 
*TV4/£kjTlN£*/ 
DAY Valentines Personals Cont. 
Brendan —Happy Valentine'a Day, 
aw—tie. I love yout Patty * 
P.T. • You're the best best friend I could 
ask for. Thanks for being you. Love, Your 
Favorite Brazen Hussy.  
Alice - Happy Valentines Day! Thanks for 
all your help. Bryan  
Terrl - Had a wonderful time. Let's get 
together babe. Eric  
Teresa H. • I want your bod for V-day. 
Remember a night In Warsaw? Who's 
Eric? R.A.W.  
Joey - Thanks for making me the luckiest 
girl In the world. I love you - heart and 
soul. Fells  
Princess • You are so very special. I love 
you. Rlbblt  
Sigma PI Brothers • Happy Valentines 
Day! We love you - The Little Slaters. 
Thank you guys In DAMM a DOME, we've 
all enjoyed our second home. Happy 
Valentines Day. We Love You! SSB 
Spinner • Bartles & Jaymes, Computer 
Games; Old friends - until JM's! A Birth- 
day Wish - poor dead fish! Snowball 
fights, sleepless nights. What more can I 
say? Happy Valentines Day! Love, Spin. 
Dean • The white picket fence is almost 
gone, the woman of the 80's loves you 
dearly. Happy Valentines Day Sweetie. 
Hey Culle - Happy Birthday! Happy 
Valentines Dayl At this vsry special time 
I give my heart to you. Remember today 
and always, nobody loves you like I do. 
Sporto 
Mr. Madonna - You've got an Incredible 
facial structure - Wanna dance? Happy 
Valentines Day, Schnookums! Love, your 
Nazi Cupcake.  
Cutle • Thanks for staying with me when 
things just weren't going right. I do want 
to love you like no one ever has, you're 
such a special guy! Ms. L  
Kathy -1 love you truly.. truly, Dear! Hap- 
py Valentines Day Darlin*. Your 
Babycakes  
Honeyteea - Roses are red, pop tarts are 
blue, you are cute. I ssld what I meant 
and I meant what I said. Love, Wimpy. 
Robin (from Collegiate) • You have the 
sexiest eyes I've ever seen - you're cap- 
tivating^  
Intimidating • A' carnation might have 
brought bad looks from your roomies - 
Happy Valentines Day anyway. A Friend 
David —Tomorrow Is Valentine's!!! 
Guess who wants to be all yours. I can't 
begin to express all that I'd like to... ex- 
cept perhaps that between Cupid and the 
Archer... I've been hit. Love always, Lisa 
Steph ■ I'm speechless. Happy Valen- 
tlnss Day. Love, Ian.  
Both, Michelle, Nettle, Lisa, Paula • Hap- 
py Valentines Day! (Hope you appreciate 
this. It cost us two bucks.) Carrie & Trip-. 
py 
Ramie - You are the best roommate! Hap 
py Valentines Day! Kath  
Former Reckless Woman • Happy Valen- 
tines Day to a Red Hot (get it?) woman 
who I've shared many good times with 
(maybe too many? - no - NEVER!). I'm 
glad we can still talk even though it's not 
quite the same way or In the same posi- 
tions! I think Cupid's aim Is a little off 
this year - don't you? Call me - you know 
the number & our usual time. Always my 
best, Former Recklesa Man.  
To My Fiance Robert • I love you, and I 
love being engaged to you! Love always, 
Your Fiancee Mlchele.  
Carrie • I love you more and more each 
day. Trlppy  
CFP (Creme-fllled Pumpkin, dummyl) • 
How 'bout a Valentine's Buffy? Yo - plait? 
Happy Anniversary! I love you. Jersey 
Rob Dutrow • Happy Valentines Day, Lit- 
tle Brother  
Trlppy - Thank you for straightening out 
my life. Thanks for always being there 
when I need you. Thanks for just being 
you. Happy Valentines Day! All my love 
forever, Carrie.  
Felicity - I'm in love! Who really likes 
Italians anyway? I want you for my Valen- 
tine. Patiently, One of your Admirers. 
Ms. Cat • Happy Valentines Day to my 
favorite roomie. Thanks for all the little 
odd jobs you do for me and especially all 
of your great gourmet meals. Love, Mr. 
Cat.  
Katl Thank you so much for being the 
bestest roomie. I love the apartment and 
I love our friendship. Thanks and Happy 
V-Day tomorrow. Lisa  
T.K.B. ■ I'm pregnant! Help! Jamie 
Alice - Happy Valentines Day. I love you!! 
Tatum .  
Punky Brewster • Happy Valentines Day. 
Thanks for understanding. It makes me 
love you even more. Love, The Belly But- 
ton Man. 
Sally and all the Sisters of Phi Mu, we are 
so psyched to be pledges of the best 
sorority there Is! We love ya'll! The 
Phl's-Kelly, L.A., and Sherry 
By GARY LARSON 
"Mom! Thoron's dried his bod again." 
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Try Our Big 12" Subs! 
Roast Beef & Cheese 
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